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to rid Souora of the remaining small
bands of marauders, a force of feder1 als was sent
todayj to the Anno mountains southwest of here and a force of
i
to Colonia
cavalry was dispatched
Mwelos.
Several bands of insurree-to- s
whose leaders are reported to
have crossed the international line
are believed to be In the fastnesses,
of the Ajos and an attempt will be
made to capture or disperse them.
was assigned this task
The MEN ACCUSED OF USING MAILS
SENATORS SMITH AND FALL FINO
to
sent
Morelos
was
cavalry
ordered
TO PUSH THROUGH FAKE -EVIDENCE TO THAT s
'
to clear the vicinity of the Mormon
DEALS.
EFFECT.
colonics of any remaining Insurrec-tos- .

t mm

,.

land, accompanied by' Frank and J.
II. McNicholas, brothers of the accused, who will be witnesses before the

m
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Chance, for several years manager of
the team, would not manage the Cubs
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COVENANT TO FIGHT HOME RULE IN IRELAND

AMID SCENES OF INCOMPARABLE ENTHUSIASM

IS SIGNED BY THOUSANDSOF LUVAL ULSTERMEN
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next year.
That Chance decided August 15 to
give up the leadership of the club was
one of the statements by President
Murphy in announcing the retirement
of the "peerless leader."
President Murpny also hinted the
next manager of the Cubs would be a
player, probably selected from among
the members of tne present team,
since, according to the magnate "our
greatest success has been attained un
der a playing manager.'' In the presi
dent's announcement reference is
made to thf9 statement laat week In
which he said that liquor drinking
"had cost the Cubs the pennant." The
publication of tbe statement was followed by an interview from Chance
In w.hich the mac?5r took sharp issue with President Murphy, referring
to the records to show that Chicago
had finished ahead, in every year
since 1904, but one, of the Pittsburg
club, pointed out by Murphy as a suc
cess through the total abstinence im

nitro-glycerin-

i
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THEY HAD CROSSED "DEAD LINE"
IN AUGUSTA,

MET

GA.,

STEEL

BY

UNWIT-TINGL-

EULLETS

MILITIAMEN, OBEYING OR
DERS, SHOT THE FIRST MAN
TO CROSS

THE

STEEETGARSTRIKE

THE CAUSE

ARE GUARDING THE
PROPERTY OF THE TRACTION COMPANY

SOLDIERS

"It can be seen that what recently
was said about following the Pittsburg club's rule regarding players
Augusta, Ga., Sept. 28. Martial
keeping in physical condition, could law ruled in Augusta today as a renot have been aimed at Manager sult of last
night's disorders in which
Chance," says President
Murphy'
two men were killed and one woundstatement, "whosse services will be ed by state miltiamen ' guarding propended this year by his own decision.
erty of the local street railway comI simply want to start his successor
pany whose employes are on strike.
in under the plan which the Pittsburg Five
companies of guardsmen were on
club has found successful."
duty.
Severe headaches, caused by blows
The fifth company arrived early toon the head from pitched balls, have
day and was placed on duty around
kept Chance on the bench for the last the railway power plant It was to
two' seasons practically all the time.
this territory that a "dead line" vr&3
Chance came to the Chicago team as established by the militia last
night
a player in 1894 and la 1905 succeed- in which the
of three pershooting
ed tie late Frank S. Sellee as mana sons occurred. The
dispatch of these
ger. During the period of his mana- additional
was ordere4 by
guardsmen
gership Chance brought two world's Governor Brown late last night, after
championships and four league pen- he was notified that the situation, hare
nants to the Cubs.
was critical. He Issued a proclamaFogel does not charge the managers tion declaring the city to be to a Btate
of the New York team with corrupt of insurrection and
ordering martial
ing umpires, but states that it. his be- law,
lief that certain umpires favored tbe Alfred Dorn, and Robert Christie,
New York club in the h.oe if It won who were MKed '."t? Don IZZktsfJr'
the championship tney would : TO as who was wounded, are Augusta busi
umsigned to the profitable work of
nessmen.'
Christie was driving an
piring the world's championship ee-- automobile and the other two were in
ries.
a carriage when they crossed the
Fogel predicted the downfalVof Tout "dead line" near the power house. It
Lynch "as1 president of the National is said they were In Ignorance of the
league and spoke of Lynch as a "fig- order limitng traffic In the territory.
urehead president," Fogel said that Baker and Dorn
whipped up their
suspensions were made against the horses when a guard ordered them to
Philadelphia team members by some stop.
power behind Lynch and not by Lynch
Not until the early hours today was
himself.
quiet restored. Strikers and their
their intention
sympathizers
It is Up to Murphy
of trying to rush the guard line and
New York, Sept 28. "It is up to
Strike
plant.
dynamiting tiie
Murphy to say whether I shall man- leaders pleaded joer
with the men to go
age the Cubs next year or not," de- to their homes, and finally the crowds
clared Frank Chance just before leav- dispersed.
The immediate cause of
ing here this afternoon for Chicago. the strike was the objection to cer"He must, however, either tender me tain rules of the
Strike
company.
a contract as manager or give me my leaders
say the company seeks to deabsolute release."
stroy the union.
;

;

d

GETTING EVEN

TURKEY

Belgrade, Servta, Sept. 28. The
Turkish government
today revoked
the permit it had issued for the passage of war material for Servia through
the Turkish lines. This action was
taken because of unsatisfactory Intel
mation Turkey had received concerning the attitude of Servia. Fifty-on-e
are. being
carloads of ammunition
,

held up: at Saloniki, 20 a,t Uskuh and
20 at Kumaovo,
.

;;
BIG FOOTBALL GAMES.
New Yorkr Sept. 28. Today's football card showed games on almost
every important college gridiron in
the east. Carlisle began its season a
week ago and Yale and Cornell got
into action on Wednesday of this
week, but for most of the big teams
including Harvard, Princeton, Pennsylvania and Dartmouth today was
opening day. West Point and Annapolis are the only important elevens
which will delay their opening until
next week. '
The schedule today included:
Cross at New Haven; Princeton-StVaiu-Hol-

Quiet in Bingham
Bingham, Utah, Set. 28. The latest
information from the copper miners'

strike indicates that action t5 decide
the points at Issue will be attemped
soon, but whether the plans of the
operators are for a settlement or a
test of strength Is a question in the
minds of the. union leaders. Superintendent D J, Shilling of tbe Utah
Copper, company, left here early today
for Salt Lake City to confer with com-pany officials on strike matters.
The deputy sheriffs were stationed
on top of the hill again-- ' today. Some
of the miners "are inclined to interpret this as the first move In a con.
templated campaign. Yance TerzlcS,
executive board member of the Western Federation of Miners, came from
Salt Lake City this morning and assured the men who are out that the
unions now are ready at any time to
declare a general sympathetic etrike.
The prevailing quiet here has not:
been interrupted.'
-

--

-
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Ely Prepares for Strike
Ely, Nev., Sept 28. A committee
at Cambridge;, Pennsylvania-Gettysburfrom the Ely Central Labor league was
at Philadelphia; Cornell-Colgat- to ask the managers of all the minat ing
at Ithaca; Dartmouth-Bate- s
companies in the district today
at Car- to meet
Hanover;
representatives of the union
evens

at Princeton;

Harvard-Main- e

e

Carlisle-Dickinso-

lisle;
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'
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CITY EDITION

grand jury h,ere.
Federal officials here say they have
no fear but that they will be able to
locate James H. and R. Thomas Mc
Nicholas. Frank and J. P. are not im
Residents
plicated in any manner.
of Conneaut, Ohio, a town of 9,000
people, Invested approximately $500,- 000 in the McNicholas ventures, ac BASEBALL
COMMISSION NAMES
cording to their own statements toTEAMS FOR WORLD'S
day.

On Time.
j

28, 1912.

AN IMPORTANT VISIT
General Agustin Sanjlnes, comman-dei- AREESTED
Vienna, Set 28. Addressing the PHILADELPHIA CHARGES GHAET
ACCOmiCEUEE
of the federal troos in northern
Count
Austrian delegation
today,
Sdnora, was thrown from ids horse
the
Leopold von Berchtold,
foreign
SAYS NEW YORK WON PENNANT
M'NICHOLAS
THERE IS LITTLE CAUSE TO BE- early today and painfully injured. Ex- THE
BROTHERS,
minister, said he considered the re
AS GIFT OF THE LEAGUE
amination by a physician summoned
LIEVE OROZCO RECEIVED
PRINCIPALS, HOWEVER,
cent visit of Sergius Sazanoff,
the
from
showed
UMPIRES.
Douglas
that one rib
HAVE VANISHED.
Russian foreign minister, to London
FUNDS, HOWEVER.
was broken and there was a possibilfor conferences with King George and
ity of Internal" injury.
The general
Sir Edward Grey of the 'highest imCHANCE WILL
THE GAME
was ilding on the outskirts of Agua ONE
CF THE "STEALERS" portance and calculated
to promote
IPESTlQATIQOEAflY
Prieta when his horse became fright- the object that von Berchtold had in
oned and threw him with much vio
view'
when he Invited the powers td IT IS DECLARED HE WILL NOT
T.
GEORGE
AT
PASO
EL
BIGGS SAYS HE WAS
SHORT INQUIRY
lence.
ideas on the Balkan quesexchange
MANAGE THE CUBS NEXT
CONA
TO
"STUNG"
TO THE AMOUNT
WILL BRING IT
Indian Uprising Reported
tion. It is slated that Austria and
YEAR
A
serious
OF $20,000.
CLUSION,
uprising of Ya qui Indians
Russia have again warned Bulgaria
Is reported from southern Sonora. A
that if she disturbs the peace it wil
thousand Indians are said to have ta"
Cincinnati,
Sept. 28. Twenty-threLob Angeles, Sept. 28. The United
Cleveland, Sept. 28. Three Chicago P6' on her own responsibility, and
ken the warpath jn the vicnity of the
players representing the New York
men, said to have been implicated in tbat; sne can expect no support.
States
appointed to inYaqui and Mayo rivers.
National league team and 22 of the
the operations of James H. and R.
vestigate relations with Mexico conBoston American league club will bat
nomas MciNicnoias, wno are cnargod
cluded its work in this city today,
i
ROBBERS IN CHICAGO
Rebels Are Quiet.
tle for the world's championship in
and, while its members are
by federal officials with having mis-Chicago, Sept. 28. Four restaur-use- the series which
28. Although
Mex.,
Juarez,
Sept.
begins In New York
as to the subject matter of the
the mails in selling, $1,000,000 j ants were raided In quick succession
rebels have torn up the Mexiqo North8.
The eligible playon
October
City
to
of
worth
the senate western
report they will submit
mining stock, may be
patrons and proprietors held up ers as announced
railway, preventing any fed rested. Several Clevetanders who
by the National
committee on foreign relations, Sen- eral
n
ti1P
band
noint. of rnvoivAra bv
areflt
movements by nail, no at
troop
Baseball
commission
here today are
ator Smith says that it will "embody
to have exchanged their names of automobile ibandits today. The robtack has been made on any town alleged
evidence showing that since the beginand influence for stock in the Mc- beries were the climax of-- thrilling as follows:
along the line, according to officials
New York National league club
Nicholas ventures also are likely to night's campaign by the robbers in
ning of the Madero revolution large of the road
today. Tht only motive be asked" to
Ames,
Burnes,
Crandall,
Becker,
have
war
of
munitions
of
their
connection
quantities
explain
northern Indiana, where a score of
In the destruction cf the American
been shipped into Mexico across the and Canadian-owneThis was the people were held up. One man was Dojie, Devore, Fletcher, Groh, Hartwith the promoters.
road appears to statement
ley, Herzog, McGraw, Marquard,
American border.
here today of George . robbed of $800 there.
be to prevent any movement into the
McCormlck, Merkle, Meyers,
The report, it is believed, will hold
of Elyria, Ohio, who claims to
Biggs,
.raced
of
bandits
After
this
the
gang
district south of this point of the fedRobinson, Shafer, Snodgrass,
Murray,
$25,000
sunk
in
that the evidence adduced points to eral
stock
mining
their automobile across the state line
whfttfi are planning to havje1
the necessity for the United States to move troops,
from the brothers. He de- and resumed depredations in Chicago Tesreau,: Wilson, Wiltze.
he
bought
the United States from
American
Boston
league club
Intervene in Mexico in order that Ciudadthrough
he will prosecute every one and its suburbs. A squad of motor-- ,
Porfirio Diaz to Juarez by way clares
Ball,
Bedient,
Cady, ColBradley,
and
American
interests
Americans
connected with the case.
are pursuing the!
cycle policemen
of Eagle Pass and El Paso, Texas.
Gardner,"
lins,
Hall,
Engle,
Carrigan,
may receive proper protection. The
Biggs said today that the McNich- gang.
It was announced today that the
Henriksen, Hooper, Krug, Lewis,
committee has oeen in continuous
olas
even
extended
brothers
optheir
railway company will at once begin
O'Brien, Pape, Stahl Speaksession since September 1 at which the
reconstruction of three small tres erations to Germany.; According to
JOHNSON WILL FIGHT
er, Thomas, Wagner Wood, Yerkes.
time the senators left Washington,
even
McNicholas'
James
him,
two
tles
exchang
and the
hundred foot bridge
Chicago, Sept. 28. Jack Johnson,
The investigators spent ten days in burned
by rebels, although the federal ed mine stock for apartment houses wprifj'j ; "ivy weight charapio", last
El 12130 cattering facts, avid ter .lays
Kick, i
Philadelphia Mak
are not patrolling the line nor and' a bhoe store, ana at oue lime in- night announced that he' was anxiousin Los Angeles. The remainder of troops
cluded
his
in
a
activities
28.
S. Fogel,
Horace
offered any escort for the
briek:makig ly awaiting the arrival in Chicago of Chicago, Sept.
the time has been taken up in travel- have they
business and a boarding house.
of
National
the
work
trains.
The
1,500
caval
president
federal
W.
Philadelphia
C.
of
J.
Hugh
Kelly, reresentative
!
ing.
in the district has not gore out to
He names, among other investors, Mcintosh, of Australia, who says he league baseball team, in a signed
The investigators have interrogated ry
statement Issued here today, charged
meet the rebels, the government Theodore F. Meyers, a wealthy St. is authorized to offer the pugilist
500 witnesses and taken thrf sstimony
that the New York National league
in the garrisons of Louis druggist,
and C. F. Mather-Smittroops
for
three
remaining
fights..
tesllimoV
covof 75 witnesses. The
e
club
to win the pennant this
towns. What was thought
the
of Chicago, who, he says, took
various
am
to
when
"I
act
quickly
ready
ers more 'than 500 typewritten Vges.
season
because
it had been unduly
to
600
of
a
over
stock
valued
Beveral
rebel
at
hundred
men,
New
group
from
comes
appears
here
York,"
Kelly
&W
The transcribed notes wlljf
favored
was
thousand
umpires.
have
Word
by
dollars.
receivand
"I
to
of
grown
want
said
out
spread
Johnson.
materially
get
ed to the committee's re4vwrt
Chance to Retire.
over almost the entire line of he rail- ed here today that PostofCice Inspec- town, travel a little, participate in some
senate. Speaking of the t&ostirnora
tor
who went to Portland, fights and forget my troubles. The
Charles W. Murphy, president of
way.
Clement,
V The band of rebels which looted the Ore., with a warrant for the McNichday, Senator Smith said:
sooner I am able to talk business with the Chicago National league baseball
"The testimony of every 'Jiiferican Galinondo
ranch several days ago olas brothers, Is returning to Cleve- - Kelly, the better I will like it"
club today announced that Frank L.
whom we Interrogated agrees upon
was reported at Cuchuverachi ranch
ammu
if
this one point: that
arms,
25 miles southeast today.
The reb
nition and supplies needed in warfare els
are said to have been deserted by
to
enter
the country
were permitted
their leaders and are nearly destitute
during the Orozco rebellion the same
revoMadero
as they were during the
Aguilai"s Forces Growing
lution, Orozco would have been in
28. Dispatches
. Sept.
Washington,
Mexico City long ago. The rigid
to
state
the
department
today con
of the law against the ad
of the new
to
of
tinue
tell
the
growth
and
of
firearms
mission Into Mexico
movement In the state of Vera
rebel
ammunition has been Orozco's great
Cruz led by. General Aguilar, a form
est hadicap.- - "Analyzed, the evidence
er federal of fleer. It la reorted that
Belfast, Ireland, Sept. 28 Sir Ed- was Assisted In the services by min- roused the congregation to another
shows that during the past two years
been taken .by ward Carson today wrote his name as isters! belonging
to the Anglican, burst of cheering,
towns
several
have
which was supwent
ammunition
10,000,000 rounds of
he
followers
and Congregation- pressed from the pulpit. Dr. McLean
his
and
and
that
to
covenant
solemn
the
the
Aguilar
MethoHist,
first
Baptist
sing
into Mexico from El Paso and 80,000
is increasing his forces.
of tbe Ulstermen which binds them al churches. Sir Edward Carson sat declared the Irish question at bottom
rounds from Lob Angeles. It also rapidly
Koch
Two
and
Americans,
to "use all the means that may be at the right of Mr. McLean and the was a war against Protestantism and
shows that from "El Paso 40,000 rifles
who were imprisoned on July found secessary to defeat the present lord mayor of Belfast was at his left an attempt to establish Roman Cotho-liIt
border.
across
the
have been sent
10, are still being held without trial conspiracy to set up home rule in
A
aspect was not lackascendency in Ireland and to bewas further shown that more than
au- ing in the meeting, as 200 picked stal- gin the disintegration of the British
statement, bv the federal
the
to
to
also
despite
the
refuse
recognize
been
has
ship500 tons of dynamite
. court at ICnse'iinda- that It had
thority of an Irish parliament." He wart members of the unionist clubs empire by securing a second parliapcd; into Mexico- during the revom-to Mexico the discharge of the was followed by thousands of the rank and Orange lodges, wearing bright ment in Dublin,
Ulstermen were
has
tlonary periods: The dynamite
on account of insufficient and file of the Orangemen and union- sashes, acted as; a guard of
ready, he said, to accept almost any
been used for mining as well as for prisoners
'
evidence. ...The stele department has ists iri' the northern province of Ire- standing around the pulpit while 700 program of social and political reform,
the blowing up of bridges. No dyna- no
"
'
'!"' '
of what is known as the reserve but they would not have home rale.
knowledge of the offense1 charged land;
"";
mite Is permitted to go into Mexico
-- ;
Americans.the
culmi- guard occupied seats In the gallery. The service concluded with the singgainst
Ulster,
the
Day,
Orangemen's
.
at the present time.
'
nating day of protest against home The great congregation was unable ing of the national anthem.
"A large percentage of the total
The scene around Ulster hall when
rule, opened with an absolute calm- to restrain itself as .noteworthy perIndian
Wells
and
amount of firearms, ammunition
Poisofj,
unionists and sonages came into tne hall. Among Sir Edward Carson proceeded to sign
rendered
28. Death by ness that
Mexico
"went
Senator
Sept.
said
City,
Fall,
dynamite,"
was Lord Charles Beresford, the covenant was a remarkable one.
into the republic during the Madero poison Is a new menace added by reb- home ruler alike apprehensive as to the first
was
of
who
The
greeted with a loud cheer. The approach to the hall was lined by
people
:
ellious Indians operating about the what might happen.
revolution."
to- Captain James
for
even
Craig, the unionist a bodyguard of men wearing sashes
' It is said the evidence
those
Ireland,
conresponsible
whose
of
Oaxaca
residents
fear
city
proves
leaEast
for
member
Down, reminded the and armlets and carrying wooden
formidable
of
the
clusively that no American money to take a drink of water. Chemists day's signature
service was a relig- staves. Other men were posted about
that
the
audience
looked
forward
and
covenant,
haa
in
for
gue
are
tests
the
rebelpomon
Orozco
the
In
was used financing
making
said
Sir Edward Carson the grounds of the hall, much as if
one
and
ious
teh-elwith
s
to
the
A group of
misgivday's happenings
lion, but tends to establish the claim city's water supplyto be looked upon as such they expected an attack from the
wished
it
200
to
have
ings.
to
are
secured
declared
used
funds
were
that American
nationalists, who, however, thus far
The weather was doubtful early in in the real sense of the word.
finance the Madero revolution.
pounds of cyanide from the Nativldad
Edward Carson and Fred- stood by rs much pleased with the
When
bad
Sir
the
Ulstermen
debefore
but
the
Ixtlan
in
day,
the
tomorrow
will
leave
district,
Fall
mining camp
Senator
the
y
display as the Ulster-mewith Secretary Fred Ireland and it is claring they would poison the drink- begun to gather for the religious ser- erick E. Smith arrived, however,
of people, forgetful of the appeal that
themselves.
which
the
not
vice?
which
are
in
signing
preceded
water
enroue
El
in
while
Paso
ing
regions
possible that
In the center of the marble-pillarethe covenpant, sunshine flooded tne had been made, again broke into
east additional evidence tending to under their control.
decorated,
continued as the two vestibule of the hall stood a table
which
was
town
The
cheers,
streets.
use
would
first
gaily
The
said
rebels
usea
was
American
they
money
prove that
and drape'
the Union Jack being every- leaders proceeded to the platform be- covered with crimson
in the Madero revolution will be ob- the cyanide to poison the springs at
of the Battle of with the Union Jack, while in the corhind
nationone
the
flag
Orange
where
which
water
the
predominant,
San
huge
supplies
the
Senator
tained.
Smith,
Felipe,
chairman,
to Sir Edward ridors were long lines of , wooden
will spend a few days more in the for the city of Oaxaca, I,ast night a al flag enveloping the facade of Ulster the Boyne, presented
manner desks where copies of the covenant,
southland and will join .Senator Fall small band of rebels was discovered hall, the center of today's proceed- Carson In such a dramatic
had been placed for signature.
last
evening.
and
ings.
either In El Paso or 'in Washington in the neighborhood of the springs
Unbounded enthusiasm was shown,
The service opened with the hymn,
Most of the shops and. all the big inwhen the preparation of the report was drven off by. federal troops. The
after
evIn
after Sir Edwara Carson, came
Our
"O
so
Past,"
when,
were
Ages
11
Help
God,
that
works
At
killed.
closed,
dustrial
will be rebel loss is given at
and its recommendations
was offered and Lord Londonderry, the moderator of
a
be
which
short
so
do
to
man
prayer
of
where
tate
might
desiring,
commitMexico,
ery
commenced.
The
forthwith
Tlangistengo,
to
tee has until January 4 to file its re- a "battle was fought Wednesday and able to participate in the. manifesta- an appeal made to the Almighty ua the Presbyterian church, the bishops
arms and help
of the diocese and ministers of varforth
"stretch
of
Thy
The
tion.
federals
prevailing
the
unity
transspirit
report
will
they
be
the
Thursday,
findings
port, but
The
of
ious denominations Intermingled with
national
In
time
this
danger."
denominations
Protestant
the
with
among
mitted to the foreign relations com- found on the field many rifles
was taken from Isaiah unionist members of parliament.
lesson
of
the
first
was
the
selection
to
Illustrated
Mown
out,
by
breaches
the
as
as
testifying
little
powaiMe.
mittee with
delay
"We have a strong city,
Rev. W. Mc- XXVI,
Many women signed a declaration
car- officiating clergymen.
the efficacy of the
etc.
moderLean,
which
Presbyterian
agents
formerly
government
Mountains
tridges
Federals Scouring Anno
sermon
The Rev. W. McLean's
(Continued on Page Four)
ator, preached the sermon, and he
Tn an effort tricked th Zapatistas into buying.
noiii'lns, .riz.. Set.

HELPED

a Train
of
Thought Should Be

Even
J

NO. 279.

nirniriTM

1

i

,

Amherst-Tuft-

at Amherst;
at Syracuse.

s

Wednesday next to consider the demands for an increase in wages and
recognition of the unioni The
was appointed by the leagua
last night, when a secret meeting was
held at which President Moyer of tbe
Western Federation ot Miners is said
to have urged the men to disregard
the 25 cent advance announced by tha
Nevada Consolidated yesterday and
stand firm for 50 cents a day Inoreasa
and recognition of the union.
com--mitt-

TO INSURE PEACE. ,
Geneva, Switzerland, Sept. 28. The
granting of complete autonomy to
as one of the federated
German states would, in the opinion
of the French and German delegates
to the International peace conference,
be a decided step toward better relations between France and Germany.
Alsac-

e-Lorraine

:
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Frankel Fifteen, America's Greatest
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5.00 Overcoat means to you the

Any Garment which disappoints its Wearer
in Service will ba replaced
FREE
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FASHIONS - Always "Present-dayFRABRICS - Always pure wool
WORKMANSHIP - Always
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$ 5.00.

fulfillment of your most critical clothes wants at the nominal price of
$1 5.00 with the additional surety of the Frankel System Guarantee.
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OVERCOAT

It is an embodiment of all you can desire in your clothing.
Its monstrous difference from other high-graclothes lies in its price
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thoroughly shrunk.

hand-tailor-
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throughout.
truly remarkable overcoat at a truly remarkable price.
ed

FRANKEL FIFTEEN
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America's Greatest $15.00 Overcoat
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GEOGRAPHERS

OF

EVERY LAHO ON
A TOUR
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS
PASS THROUGH HERE

1"

tn celebration of the sixtieth anniverSociete de Geographic, Paris.
France Henri Bauligk Instructor
sary of the American Geographical
The special left New York in geography, University of Paris.
society.
on August 18, and to date has stopEmmanuel de Margerle.'vlce presiped in most of the Important indus- dent, section of historical and descriptrial centers of the east and middle tive geography of the Comite des

Tra-vau- x

west
The tour was arranged under the direction of the Itaymond-WhitcomProfessor William F. Davis
agency.
of New York City, is in charge- - Ed
Hussey, J. P. Hall and E, Whitcomb
are representatives of the Raymond-Whitcomcompany accompanying the
geographers.
Among the passengers on this special train are many of the noted professors of geography of European
countries. The foreigners number
about 45, representing almost as many
countries of other continents. tfome
of the noted : Europeans who were
scheduled to make the tour are as
follows:
b

TO

MONDAY.

The American Geographical society
special train, carrying about 70 noted
geographers from colleges of America and many foreign countries, will
pass through Las Vegas early Monday morning en route from New York
City to the Grand Canyon. This train
of seven cars, Including one baggage

b

car, a dining car, four standard PullK. K Geographische Gesellschaft,
mans and an observation car. Is due
Vienna.
to arrive from Colorado, where sevDr. Eduard Bruckner, professor of
eral stops will be made Sunday, on
Monday morning at 3 o'clock. A stop geography at the University of Vienof two hours will be made here, the na;, vice president of the I. and R.
train continuing) southward at 5 Geographical society of Vienna.
privatdoz-en- t
Dr. Fritz Machatschek,
o'clock.
of
at
the
of
made
for
been
University
have
geography
Arrangements
the geographers to visit Santa Fe Vienna; editor of the Mitteilungen
Monday. The train will arrive there of the I. and R. Geographical society
at 9 o'clock in the morning, leaving of Vienna.
for Albuquerque at 6 o'clock In the Soclete Royaie Beige de Geographic,
Brussels..
evening. A short stop will be made
In the Duke City, after which the speBelgium Georges Lecombe, sciencial train will leave for points in Art tific director at the Royal Belgian
zona. If the present plans are car- observatory; vice president of the
ried out this noted array of savants Royal Belgian Geographical society;
Antarctic
will stop In Adamana, Ariz., for a vis- member of 'the Belgian
it to the famous .petrified forests at expedition, 1898-99- .
the Roosevelt dam near Phoenix, A Soclete Royaie de Geographic, Ant.
visit to the Grand Canyon of the Colowerp.
rado will mark the end of the first
Paul Eisen, member of the Royal
half of the tour.
Geographical society of Antwerp.
From the Grand Canyon the party Kongellge Danske Geografiske Sels-kawill return eastward, passing through
Copenhagen.
Denmark Professor Ole Olufsen
Las Vegas on the return trip about
October 7. On the eastbound trip they secretary of the Royal Danish Geowill visit western Colorado and Utah. graphical society; commander of the
This transcontinental tour of noted first and second Danish Pamir
professors of geography was arranged

Historlques et Scientlfiques; late
Geological
president,
society of
France; associate editor Annalea d
Geographic.

late presiCentrale de la
dent, commission
Soclete de Geographic, Paris; editor
of La Nature; collaborator, geological survey of France.
Delegate of the University of Paris.
Lucien Gallois, professor of geography. University of Paris; , associate
editor Annales de Ueographie.
Delegate of the Ministry of Public Instruction
Antonie Vacher, professor of geography, University of Lille.
Invited by the Director.
Pierre Bastian, student, University
Edouard-Alfre- d

of

Martel,

Paris.

Francois Herbette, assistant in ge--.
ograpby, University of Paris.
Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde, Berlin.
Germany Dr. Erich von Drygalski,
professor of geography, University of
Munich; member of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences; president
of the Geographical society of Munich, director of the German Antarctic
expedition, 1901-3- .
Dr.
Fritz Jaeger, professor of
colonial geography. University of Berlin.
Dr. Gottfried Merzbacher, explorer.
Dr. Joseph Partsch,
Geheimrat,
professor of geography, University of
Leipzig; late president' of the Geographical society of Leipzig.
Dr. Alfred Ruhl, chief of division,
OceanogTaphical Institute, Berlin.
Dr. K. Albert Tafel, explorer.
Dr. Carl Uhlig professor of geography. University of Tubingen.
Dr. William Volz, instructor In geography, University of Breslau.
Invited by the Director.
Harry Valdbaur, student. University'
'

of

Leipzig.

Erich Wunderlich,
sity of Berlin.

student, Univer les, professor of Geography in the faculty of letters, University of Lisbon;
Royal Geographical Society, London. professor of Climatology in the School
Great Britain Henry O. Becklt, of Tropical Medicine; secretary-generM. A., Balliol college, School of Geof the geographical society of
Lisbon.
ography, University of Oxford.
e
George G- Chisholm, M. A., B. Sc. Imperatorskoye
Russkoye
(Bdin.) lecturer on geography, Univer
Obshchestvo, St. Peterburg
Russia Vladimir Doublansky, exsity of Edinburgh; secretary of the
Royal Scottish Geographical society. plorer, conservator of the Imperial
John D. Falconer, M. A., D. Sc, Botanical Gardens, St. Petersburg.
lecttirer In geography, University of
Jules M. Schokalsky, professor of,
Glasgow.
physical geography at the Academie
Magyar Foldrajzi Tarsasag, Budapest. Navale , Njcolas, and at the Ecole
Hungary Dr. Eugene de Cholnoky, Superieure Pedagogique; president of
professor of geography at the Univer- the section of physical geography and
stly of Kolozsvar; vice president of of the commission on Cartography of
the Hungarian Geographical society; the Imperial Russian Geographical
editor of the Bulletin of the Hungar- society; director of the section of
ian Geographical society.
and Martlme Meteology
and Hydrography,
Baron Franz Nopcsa, traveler.
Imperial Russian
'. Count Paul Teleki, Dr. rer, polit, Hydrographic office.
of the
honorary secretary-generGeographical Society, Belgrade.
Servia Dr. Jovan Cviljie, professor
Hungarian Geographical society, Bud
in the Royal Servian university; secapest.
Societa Geografica Italiana, Rome.
tional secretary of the academy of
Italy Dr. Olinto Marinelli, profes Sciences; president of the geographisor of geography at the Institute of cal society of Belgrade.
of Real Socledad Geografica, Madrid.
Higher Studies, Florence;
Dr. Rleardo Beltran y Rozplde, secretthe Rlvista Geografica Italiana.
Dr. Decio VIneiguerra, professor of ary-general
of the Royal Geograph-lea- l
Biology and Zoology, University of
society Madrid; professor of geRome; member of the council of the ography at the School of Higher StudItalian Geographical society; director ies fdr the professorate; member of
of the station of Pisiculture, Rome.
the Royal Academy of History; editor
of the Bulletin of the Chambers of
Invited by the Director.
Dr. Cesare Calciati, explorer.
Commerce of Madrid. '
Svenska Sallskapet for Antropoligl- Nederlandsch
Koninkliji
Aardrijksal

-.

kundig Genootschap,

Amsterdam.

The Netherlands J. F. Niermeyer,
professor of economic geography, University of Utrecht; editor of the journal of the royal geographical society
of the Netherlands.
Dr. Karl Oestricn, professor of
physical
geography,
University of
Utrecht..
Norske Geografiske Setskab, Christ!-- '

T
och Geografi, Stockholm.
Sweden Dr. Gunnar Anderson, professor of economic geography at the
College of Commerce university of
secretary-genera- l
of the
Stockholm,
Swedish Anthropological
and Geographical society; editor of Ymer.
Gesellschaft,
fern.
Geographische
Switzerland Dr. Jean Bruhnes, professor of geography, Universliy of

ana.

Werner Werenskiold,
physical

geography,

Christiana.

Emlle Chalx, professor of
lecturer on
University of cal and political geography

Socledade de Geographia,
.!'(

t

Geogra-ficheskoy-

rtugal

Dr.

Francisco

University' of Geneva
School of Commerce.
Lisbon,
Dr. Fritz Nussbaum,
Silva Tei- -

and

economi-

at

the

at the

geography, University of Bern; sec- shall thank you to duly advise the
retary of the Geographical society of governors of the different pueblos,
Bern.
requesting them to use their influence
toward the strict enforcement of our
compulsory school law and further advising them of the penalty attached to
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
the failure to comply with the pro-

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 28. Governor McDonald has planned to leave
tomorrow to go to Mountalnalr and
thence to Roswell where he Is to attend a fair Monday.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the New
Mexico mounted police, returns this
afternoon from. Santa Rosa where he
took a prisoner.
Chief Deputy Game Warden Page
Otero has gone to Las Vegas to send
out a deputy to look after some business for the department
Superintendent of Public 'instruction Alvan N, White, has accepted an
Invitation to speak October 4 at the
fair to be held at Roy. The fair opens
October 3 and"1 continues for three
,

days.

''

Indians Are Citizens.
The vexed question as to the handling of Indians In matters of education
In

this state has been settled,

accord-

ing to the following letter sent out by

visions of such law.
You will note that under the provisions of said law it is the duty or

the presiding judges of the district
court to give, at each session of
the substance of this law as
special charge to their respective'
grand Juries and that it is fulither
made the duty of the district attorneys to give particular heed to
of causes growing out of
violations of this act. The district-attorneneed not wait until the respective' grand juries convene, hut
may prosecute offending parties before any justice, of the peace.
the various district attorneys
would immediately take action
upon
being furnished the required Information by you as superintendent.
Trusting that our Pueblo citizen
will cheerfully comply with this law
as the education of 'their children is
of the utmost Importance, 1
beg to be,
Very respectufuly yours,
the-cour-

1

ALVAN N, WHITE,

Superintendent White:
State Superintendent of Public In.
Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 27, 1912.
strtiction.
Hon, S. F. Lonergan,
superintendent
;;
,
;
Pueblo Agency, pueblo Day Schools,
FeW. If fl nV ryinf,,.. .
kuib, inave met
Albuquerque, N. M.
nlfom BUPe8s
has at-that
Dear Sir: By the recent decision
, . .
tna naa
m
s Co:v"
uaaiuenain
...
lic.
Cholera
anA
ni
of the Honorable William H, Pope,
'
The
cures"
oT
remarkable
federal judge of the district embrafc
ffi
Ing this state, the Pueblo Indians of
?I y ne,shborhood have siven
New Mexico were declared to be citi- iT
repUtatfon- Por
LaieTsde
As
zens.
such citizens you are advised that they1 are subject to the
provisions of the compulsory school
law of the state, being Section 1555 of
the Compiled Laws of New. Mexico,
1897,' and, as amended by Chapter 9,
f:
5ae
Laws of 1903, and Chapter 121, Laws Buffered
of 1909. Under separate cover I am
hending you a copy of the compilation
r-

rLi

-

a'

wHh;kS 2

of school laws wherein you will find
tain no hnhu ,:lt.!eIy"
law on pnEro'70,
and Red cZ

instructor in the compulsory

Sefer

ey

con- -

&
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"THE SOL's! Or THE

EARTH."

One sees many variations upon the
Robespierre, Directoire, Dauphin and
other .collars that have been popular
during the summer, and a very tiny
collar of sharply contrasting color or
colors is often the only neck finish
or tne modish, coat. A peculiarly vivid blue in velvet, plush, satin or
other material is a relieving note liked for the collar facing of a dark
or neutral toned tailor suit and some
beautiful vieux rouge shades' are :ilsc
much used in this way.
litny of the 'materials upon wUch
Parisian tailors have set the stamp
of their a'j.rvri ! are too hmv
( essful .!r!.'n?. though eve:
when
they have an air of warmth and thickness they are invariably of surprising
suppleness and lightness. Baby lamb
cloth, soft, fleecy, with lustrous sur- tace ripple, is one of the handsome
wool materials and is used for exceed'
ingly smart coats and entire costumes.
velours de Iaine, satme and wool
eponge are other materials of the
soft thick class and all are consider
ed eminently chic. Homespuns, serges
oheviots, tweeds and a host of oth
er woolen or loose woven on rough: texture are modish, but, on the other
band, theer is a demand for the finer
serges, for broadcloth, for th9 new
weaves on the camel's hair ordrr. etc.
Often, these paradoxical modes are
brought in harmony by combining one
c
of the soft heavy stuffs wHn-onthe lighter and fin.jr materials. ar.J
throughout the whol.3 domain ot dress
combinations of materi-i- l are more in
evidence than Aiy hve been in many
a year. Baby lam ciotn ou saline or
wool velours maj is maie up with
fine serge or "itr. ?l!m or br.iadi !oth
or a silk. Velvet is ".winliwd with

fr

Silk or wool.
Plaid wool

-

is used

with

plain.

d

.
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Proves That Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Com- - '

poundlsReliable.

Iteedville, Ore. "I can truly recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to all women who are passing
through the Change of Life, as it made
"
r'
1 me a well woman, after
j suffering three years."
I
Mrs. Maky Bogart,
I
Yr-'
I
1 Reedville, Oregon.
-

f

v

"Vvnen

SMnMwrBoiJart

J

passina through
the Change of Life I was
troubled with hot flashes,
l
weak and dizzy spells and
I was notfitfor
Ii backache. until
I took Lyanything
E.
Pinkham's Vegedia
table Compound which
proved worth its weight
in gold to me. " - Mrs.GAS-TOBI.ONDEAU,

1541 Po- -

lyrnma bt., .New Orleans.
Mishawaka.Ind.-- " Wo

men passing through the
Change of Life can take
nothing better than Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. I am
friends
because of what it has
done forme.
j Baukb, 523 E. Marion St
1.
j
1
misimwafta, mu.
1
Alton Ctotinr. Vxr
months I suffered from
troubles inconsequence of
J
my age and thought I
i could not live. Lydia E.

t.i

I

I

iFp r J pinkham's Vegetable
made me well

,f

Compound
and I want other suffering
vomcn toknow about it.
.i a ii.i..n j Mrs. Emma Bailey, Alton
J Station, Ky.
I
DetKem, No. Dak.
"I was passing
through Change of Life and felt very
bad. 1 could not sleep and was very
nervous. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound restored me to perfect health
find I would not be without it," Mrs.
F. M. Thorn, Deisem, No. Dak.
3

1

I

1

'
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favored both for trimming and for
whole frocks. In deed broche weaves
have apparently started upon a
career, though they were so
last
coldly received when launched
year. Some of the broche crepes are
indescribably lovely in texture, design
and coloring and while they combine
beautifully with plain silk in the same
color, they' make up well without relief.
Broche cloths will be very strong
either in plain colors or with flecks
of white or a contrasting shade. Velours and zibelines are at their best
when showing a thread of white here

and there over the surface.
Storm serges, Sootch mixtures, cheviots and shepherd's checks, also
standard weaves, will' have their full
quota or popularity, and will go to
make up many of the fashionable taile
frocks for the en
ored and
'
tire season.
More than ever will the novelty
cloths be used in the making of dresses for street wear. Hlack and white,
always a favorite, continues strong,
with colors and white and
colors following close in its lead,
v A rough gray worsted has a diagonal stripe of white, which is irregular
on the edges and covered partly with
long threads of gray. Very loosely
woven cloth on the hopsacking order
shows alternate stripes of black and
white almost a quarter of an inch
wide. Brown zibeline shows a wide
stripe of a lighter shade having the
nap raised, or perhaps the nap is longer on the stripe than elsewhere, and
there is quite a showing of rough
of
cloth on this order wit hone-hal- f
the piece woven with diagonal Btripes
and the other having a mottled ap-

Ac

t
O

7

:,ir;-z- ,
'
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V

-

ine-piec-

two-tone- d

pearance.
Mannish isuitlngs with a bengaline
finish will lead in the heavier materials, and many cloths manufactured
for men's' suits will find their way to
the makers of women's garments. So
long as draperies continue to ha fashmaterials will' be
ionable, satin-facepopular. The softer satins themselves
chiffon cloth, charmeuse, crepe de
chine and the lovely satins de chine
of popular
will lead the, procession
d

'

silk materials.

'

THE PRESIDENT

SIGNED HOST VILLlflGLY

The industrious circulation of 'the falsehood that Frcsidcnt Taft threatened
veto of the Sulloway bill was- one of the chief plays of his opponents and
worked some injury to his popularity, as his adversaries had planned. That
there was no truth in this every senator, representative and other public man
.could- have known if he cared to inqtiife. "Yet it was a good enough Morgan
till after the nomination."
Now these same men are with equal industry and untruth circulating the
report that President Taft signed the act of May 11 most unwillingly and was
only coerced into it at the last moment. Nothing could he more untrue.
There had been an overwhelming popular demand for additional pension
legislation. The people were most earnest in their wish that the veterans who
had saved the nation should be properly cared for during the years that remained to them. The national encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic had asked for such legislation. The remarkable fact of the indorsement
states was an
of the Sulloway bill by the legislatures of twenty-seve- n
astonishing development of depth and wide extended feeling on the subject.
CerCould any president be expected to disregard such a manifestation?
tainly not William H. Taft, whose great heart has always appreciated the
service of the veterans and who has ever been quickly responsive to the
t
popular will.
No one doubted at the beginning of congress that he intended to approve a
pension bill. This knowledge had to be used with the utmost discretion, however. The presidential campaign was opening.
There was a general expectawould make a strong effort to "put the president and
tion that
the senate in a hole'' on the pension question: The fear was not allayed until
within a few 'days of the passage of the act of May 11. This required the
greatest circumspection on the part of the president and his f rieiids. But as
soon as the act of May 11 began to take sh.c in the senate and months before it actually passed there was no real doubt that the president would sign
the bill which would be finally formulated.
At the invitation of senators I was a constant visitor to the capital while
the bill was going through its various stages. I was also made a means of
communication with the members of the invalid pensions committee of the
house. With me went most frequently Past 'Commander In Chief John R.
King, less frequently Past Commander Slaybaugh of Potomac, Commander
E. S. Godfrey, Arizona; Commander Granville C. Fiske, Massachusetts'; Commander N. H. Kingman, South Uatoka; Commander N. P. Kingsley, Pennsylvania, and other prominent comrades who happened to be in the city and whom
the senators wanted to see and counsel with.
We met Senators Crane, McCumber, Curtis, Smoot, Burnham and others of
the president's closest friends and advisers. They were confident in their assurances that the president woufd sign the bill. The comrades named felt no
doubt of the result at least two months before the bill was signed.
As we all know, President Taft put himself to great personal inconvenience
in order to sign the biil and let it begin at once its beneficence to the veterans.
The Dill was not ready for his signature when he left for Princeton, N. J. He
.
rs" sign the bill.
made the journey back to Washington
He reached
the White House a little before 11 p. m., Saturday, May 11, affixed his signature
seven minutes before midnight and had to leave Washington again the next
day. Of these facts I was personally cognizant, as I was present when the bill
was signed
JOHN M'ELROY,
Editor National Tribune.
"
I fully concur in the foregoing.
There is absolutely no truth in the statement that the president was opposed to any pension bill. On the contrary, we were assured, as stated above,
that, he would give bis approval to the bill when 'finally passed, which was
evidenced by his hasty return to Washington for the purpose.
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with soft'
lace, combined
silke, for afternoon and evening wear,
is used almost, exclusively in the models for debutantes and the younger
matrons. At the fashionable Paris
cafes and the still more fashionable
resorts one sees frocks of lace and
silk worn by the graceful young
Frenchwomen, who know so well how
to "(iarry" their clothes. 'While many
of these laces are made up in robe
farm, with patterns worked out to follow the correct lines of the figure,
others are made with yards and yards
of insertions applied surrounding motifs. These latter aire so skil".lly
combined with heavier materials that
they are, just as effective as the more
expenfi'.Vo models.
Several scant rows of lace are used
in the lower sections of the skirt,
while draped lace panniers appear in
the upper skirt portion. Others show
long draped lines, .having the lace
John r. king.
caught in near the bottom of the skirt.
From the National Tribune.
'Other models show the underskirts
of lace, with soft brocaded or soft silk
panniers draped well toward the
knees, with bodices of lace,, the silk
appearing only in the sleeves and girdles.
be
Long graceful draperies will
largely used on the dresses' designed
for afternoon and evening, especially
the gowns that are to be worn to parties and .balls. There; is a tendency
to allow the draperies to fall away
from the hips into the lower skirt section, hus preventing any appearance
of fullness over the hips;' The dress
skirts often appear uncovered from
the ront view.
Some of the most graceful effects
are obtained by allowing the drapery
to fall well toward the bottom of the
skirt, in some instances the draped
effect- being ' wholly confined to the
back of the skirt, while in others it
is well to the sides and front
There is still a prominence given
to Shetland veils for fall wear. These
are shown in fancy effects, the scroll
and floral design being emphasized.
Outlining in heavy silk is given to
some of the expensive veilings.
Shetland
Black and
veils will be the features, though the
white is holding its own.
Dotted veilings in small clusters,
just enough to accentuate the whiteness of the skin beneath, are to be
"It thirsts and burns for distinction; and, if possible, .it will have it. Is it
used, in Paris as a departure from unreasonable, then, to expect that some men, possessed of the loftiest genius,
the shadow effects so long in vogue. coupled with ambition sufficient to push to the utmost stretch, will at some
time spring up among us? And when such a one does, it will require the
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS
,
people to be united with each other, attached to the government and laws,
and gener,
intelligent, to successfully frustrate his design.
"DistinL.ion will.be his paramount object, and although he would as
If you knew of the real value of willingly acquire it by doing good as harm, yet nothing left in the way of
Liniment for lame building up he would sit down boldly to the task of pulling down. Here,
Chamberlain's
hen, is a probable case, highly dangerous."
From Mr. Lincoln's Speech
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains Before
the Young Men's Lyceum, Springfield. 111.
and rhenmatic'palns, you would nevei
From the Omaha Daily Hoe, March 19 1912.
wish to be without It. For sale by
all dealers.
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OLD NEW YORK

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
pastor.
First inaas at 7 a. m.; second maea
it 10 a. in. Sunday school in English
nd Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish ai
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
f the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p

a

'

V V LITTLE

HviiJ

New York, September 28. Last year
it cost the city of New York nearly
nine million dollars to maintain its
fire department and for the year 1S13
an appropriation of more than eleven
Those
million dollars will be asked.
figures may seem enormous, but New
York is a pretty large city and needs
n.
fire protection no matter how much
CathechUm for English
speaking It may cost. During the present year
;hlldren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on 42 new fire houses have been built
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak andi(2l of them are completed and rea'tig children on Thursday 4 p. m., and dy for occupancy.
To supply these
in Saturday at 9 a. m.
new stations with an adequate number of men will require the addition
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR of more
than 1,000 uniformed firemen
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
and additional fire fghting apparatus
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun estimated to cost
nearly one million
mass 8:30, dollars. The contemplated addition
lay excepted. Second
sermon In English, hymna rendered to the New York Are
department is
by tho children under the direction
greater in itself than the combined
ot the Sisters of Loretto. Third i!un fire
departments of Washington and
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. Buffalo.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction
of the Blessed
Sacra
"Cigarettes" rhyme with "suffragment At the New Mexico Hospital ettes," but the combination of the two
(or the Insane mass every fourtb outside of poetry Is liable to causa a
Sunday by the pastor.
serious rumpus. When the Njw Vork
that
suffrage leaders were informed
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
they would be given the privilege of
Corner Eighth Btreet and National 15 minutes at every performance at
avenue. E. C. Anderson, pastor.
Hammerstein's Victoria theater dd"iiig

Public worship with sermon at

11

a. m. and 8 p. m.
Sunday school at 9:45.
Epworth league devotional meeting
at 6:45.
A cordial invitation Is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend divine services at this

church.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 National avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Seventeenth Sunday after Trinity,
St Michael and All Angels Day, Sept.
29, 1912.

Holy communion, 7 : 30.
Sunday school, 9:45.
Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
The guild will meet on Tuesday at
2:30 with Miss Daum, Sixth and Friedman.
The auxiliary will hold an open
Dieting on Friday with Mrs. Wm.
Laughlin, 716 National, at 3 o'clock.
This church is open dally for pri-

SHILOH

BAPTIST

CHURCH

Cor

Distrustful of savings banks ever
since he lost $2,000 In a Long Island
institution some years ago, a retired
storekeeper of Williamsburg always
caried the savings of 30 years in his
pocket. The other day, when he was
returning from a visit to his mother's
grave, a pickpocket deftly removed
the wallet containing nearly $7,000 in.
bills from the storekeeper's pocket
When the latter discovered his loss he
became so frantlo that his wife had
to watch him to keep him from committing suicide.

It has always been the general

be-

Inidg-natio-

The othor day a rare set of kiiives
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Norman Skinner, Pastor. Doug- and forks with the Crown Derby handles was offered to the owner of an
las avenue and Tenth street
The
Morning worship end sermon at 1 antique shop on Fifth avenua
r.'t aler, to his surprise, recognized the
o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school at et as the same which he had given
as a wedding present to a friend of
9:45 a. m.
Ills several years ago. He fa"ed up
Young People's society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty his friend on the telephone and deli
Invitation to all people
Strangers cately asked him wiiether he had ever
kni'-'eand
and sojourners in the c
especially disposed of the; seat of
forks. Indignantly his fruud refuted
welcomed.

ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and S p. m., by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
B. Y. P. W., 3 p. m. AD are welcome
to attend theso services.

ho

prized the set highly and that it was
safely under lock and key at his borne.
When the antiquarian informed him
that the identical set was then at his
store and had been offered to him
tor sale, the friend of the dealer asked
for a little time to investigate the
matter. He took a cab, went to his
winter home which was still closed for
the summer, and found that it had
been visited by burglars and thoroughly ransacked.

every cigarette. The cigarettes were tient's twin brother was asleep appromptly delivered and sold like hot parently in perfect health. The flirt
cakes at the Victoria theater during died an hour later, while the doctor
the week of propaganda. Everything was still in the sick room When he
would have gone well, had it not been rassed through the nursery n his v.ay,
for some suffragette opposed to the out, the doctor was great'y shocked to
uead. He
use of cigarettes. When she found l'nd that the little boy w
that her sisters made use of cigar- had died, apparently without cause,
ettes to advertise their cnv.se she was at the same time as his twin ulster.

n
utterly shocked and filled with
she sat herself down an wote
of protest to, one
a seatbing-epistl- e
FIRST' CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
of the morning pape s. Then the
Corner Main and Eighth.
trouble began. When the enormity
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
of the offence was thus' boldly pointed
Communion and church service, 11 out, other suff ragetes camo to the
a. m,
conclusion that It behooved ihem also
Christian Endeavor society, 6:30 to be shcr.ied or, at least, to display,
p. m.
for the sake of effect, a proper amount
H. D. Young, secretary of the Y. M. of indignation. A generous amount
C. A., will deliver the morning ad- of
indignation was thus gradually
dress. All are cordially invited.
worked up and then somebody wanted
to know who was responsible for this
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main unpardonable faux pas. Of course, noavenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B body was anxious to - shoulder the
blame and no one seemed to be able
Green, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. to remember exactly how the thing
tn. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A U'd, happened. Now a decidedly chilly
M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p. aji'josphere pervades the headquarten.
ers of the suffragettes.
The public Is invited.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCt SOCIETY.
Regular services every Sunday morn
Ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
ing at 8 o'clock In O. H. C. hall

tlio idea and assured hlta that

lief that there Is some subtle bond
of sympathy between twins and that
aa entire week, they put their heads their lives are linked together in some
together to consider how best to adver- mysterious and scientifically Inexplictise their cause on that favorable oc- able way. The strange circumstances
casion. Someone nobody quite knows surrounding the death of a pair ot
who suggested to follow the example twins in this city the other day seem
of the English suffragettes and to sell to bear out that theory. In a family
cigarettes at the theater, with "Votes named Carr tiere were twins, a boy
for Women," printed on the paper to and a girl, a little over one year of
each cigarette.
age, The gta became sick a short
brother
The suggestion appealed to the lead- time ago, while her twin
ers and they arranged with a manu- seemed to enjoy the very best of
facturer of cigaretes to furnish them health. A few days ago the conditio!
a good supply of neatly packed "Suf- of the girl became so serious that th
frage Cigarettes" with the slogan family doctor was called. On his way
"Votes for Women" in the colors of; to the sick room the doctor passed
the suffrage organization printed on through the nursery where the pa-

vate prayer and meditation.

"
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STRAY TOPICS FROM

.mi.

Choir Loft

All-ov-

Stripes and one tone materials are
made up together. Brocade or broohe
or moire or chameleon silk is associa-ewith plain silk. Diagonals and fine
stripes in two tones we prominent
among the smart suitings and there
are nwny good corded woolens as
well as the innumerable mixtures.
Dark blue, black, taupe and other
grays, certa in old shades of- red,
browns running up into the tans and
biscuit tones, dark plums and violets
the mustard and sulphur colorings'
that were popular in the spring all
these are considered distinctly modish and there are interesting color
schemes in the plaids and stripes
mentioned.
Broche and rrateiasse effects are

THREE

PULPIT

FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York, September 28. There
are some exceedingly handsome coats
displayed in the fall exhibits of the
large shops at the present time. Any
of the imported models are very interesting and picturesque and offer
suggestions which may be of value to
the home dressmaker. The cutaway
style seems to predominate, although
there are plenty of straight coats,
belted coats, etc., to relieve the

28, 1912.

In an indirect way iha high cot of
6if
fiuiijc-living has caused A gr-ideaths during this summer. liuulng
meat and vegetables beyond their
means many poor people went out in
the fields and woods to gather mush
rooms fo rtheir food. The weather
was very favorable for the growth of
mushrooms and toadstools this summer and the poor people had lltle
trouble In gathering a plentiful supply
for their table. Unfortunately many
of the mushroom gatherers could not
tell the difference between certain
at

f

and poisonous toad-

edible mushrooms

stools somewhat similar In color and
general apearance. As a result hundreds of persons In all parts of the
state have been poisoned this summer
by eating toadstools and, while the
number of deaths was comparatively
small, there was a great deal of suffering resulting from eating poisonous
toadstools. Twelve persona were poisoned the other day at a mushroom
It refeasti in Long Island City
quired the efforts of seven'', doctors
to save the lives of the f asters, who
had partaken too liberally of the toad
stools mixed with the mushroms.
a--

Antolne Deloria, postmaster at Gar
den, Mich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative value of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
'From my own experience I recommend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
remedy for kldrey trouble. My fath-sr- s
2k Sv
was cured of kidney disease and
& good many of my neighbors
were
cured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. Q.
Every woman's heart responds to Schaefer and Red Cross Drue Co.
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature Intended her for
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
motherhood.
But even the loving
nature of a mother shrinks from the In the District Court, County of San
ordeal because such a time is usually
Miguel, September 11, 1912.
a period of suffering and danger. Facundo Herrera
Women who use Mother's Friend are
vs.
No. 7438
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly Margarita Hernandez de Herrera.
The eid defendant, Margarita Herprepared by this great remedy, are
in a healthy condition to meet the nandez de Herrera is hereby notified
time with the least possible suffering that a suit in divorce has been comFriend 13 menced
Mother's
and danger.
against you In the District
recommended only for the relief and
Court for the County of San Miguel
comfort of expectant mothers; it is In
no sense a remedy for various ills, State of New Mexico, by said plaintiff,
but Its many years of success, and wherein he prays that by decree of
the thousands of endorsements re- this Honorable Court, he may be
ceived from women who havo used it
an absolute divorce from the
are a guarantee of the benefit to be granted
said defendant on the grounds of deThis remedy
derived from Its use.
does not accomplish wonders but sim- sertion and abandonment. That unply assists nature to perfect its work. less you enter or cause to be entered
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre- your appearance in said suit on or
vents caking of
before the 4th day of November, A.
D. 1912, decree Pro Confesso therein
b;;;arf'
will be rendered against you.
contrlbuteSeaito
U.C. Ilfeld, Esq., Las Vegas, New
motherhood.. Mother's Friend Is sold
Mexico,
attorney for plaintiff.
at drug stores. Write for our free
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
book for expectant mothers.
-

lost Annually by Wage
Earners
Dr. Sadler estimates that about
in wages is lost annual8O,00C,000.OO
ly to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
Is expensive.
wages and doctoring
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and Inflamed
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red
$80,000,000.00

Cross Drug Co.

Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has used Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and says she always recom"It never
mends It to her friends.
fails to cure our coughs and colds and
prevents croup. We have flvo chil
dren and always give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without It In our house." 0.
Q. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

r

z feef

BKADF2EL0 REGULATOR

CO.. Atlanta, Ga,

Clerk.

f
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But everybody knows that" this Is not
true. At least everybody ' who ' cares
to know can find out that the adminESTABLISHED 1879
istration of President Tart has placed more real progressive measures
PubiSsed By
upon the statute books than any other
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO,
administration, during the entire half
(Incorporated)
century which Mr, Perkins so" unqualifiedly approves. With a record
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR like this coming right down, to tho
present hour, how absitrd to assort
years has been found so effective has
suddenly become worse than useless.
mi"
That the resent administration has
not been kind to l!r. Prliins, and to
Enti red at tue poBtofftce at Kast those of his like will not be denied.
Las Vegas, Mew Mexico, for transiuis-io- It. has insisted on the MstfBrce-men- t
of laws witoeh It has been very
through the United States malls
much to the interest!, Mjv .Perkins
s second class matter. ,
to violate, and the fact that various
and sundry suits are pendiflf against
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
corporations in which, h'e if largely inDaily, by Carrier!
...... .05 terested may easily exulain.ut i does
rer Copy
5 not excuse, Ms attitude of hostility.
Oae Week
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7.50

One Month
One Year
Dally by Mall
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One

Year

Kix
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3.00

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

WEEKLY
One

$6-0-
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Mall Subscrip

tlons)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. H sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free oh application.
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
.
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Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
Mexico.
TELEPHONES
......Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
N EWS DEPARTMENT
......Main 9
SATURDAY,

Wedding
Was Pretty Ceremony,
As pretty a 'wedding ceremony as
was ever celebrated In this section o
New Mexico characterized the marriage of Miss Bsesie Dunn, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunn, to Dr.
H. J. Hoag of Mora. The wedding occurred Wednesday noon at the Dunn
home in Gascon, northwest of here.
Rev. Father C. Iialland of Mora was
the Ipfficiating priest. The ceremony
He will find it! difficult, however, to
was witnessed only by close relatives
make the country believe that a party
of
bridal couple. The bride was
under which the nation has made
in
given
by her father, Richgreater progress, according to his own ard Dunn.marriage
Her sister, Miss Marie
oBier
pe
testimony, than during iany
Louise Dunn, was bridesmaid. '
riod, is now to he condemned and cast
The Dunn residence was beautifulhis
aside because of
alleged discovery
decorated for the occasion. Immely
that it is in the hands of those who
diately
following, the wedding, which
means.
know
what progress
do not
was performed in the south bay winJ
V
Wi'--, f
dow of the library, where the two
j
older sisters of the bride had been
COVENANT TO FIGHT
married, an elaborate wedding dinner
was served in the dining room, which
was prettily and appropriately decorated for the event.
Dr. and Mrs. Hoag left Wednesday
.Cl,,:...-'";.
evening for Mora where they will
from Page One) r
reside.
The bride is the third
men daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dunn. She
associating themselves' witi-th- e
of Ulster in "uncompromising oppo- ia a native of New Mexico and received her early education in a consition to the home rule, bill," , , r
' the vent in Trinidad, Colo., later going tr
had
leaders
signed,'
After the
v'
Mo., to.( attend school.,
hall was temporarily' closed,' to be Lexington,
'
Mrs.
is an attractive and acHoag
file.
and
rank
on
for
the
opened later
Some of these marched; f2( SJie AaJin complished young woman and has
a body, while others came singly. A many friends in this section of the
Sunshine state.
pathetic incident wasitjife arrival of
Dr. Hoag is a native of Wisconsin.
who1
took
in
Sir William Ewart,
part
the convention of 1892. As he is He came to New Mexico from his former home In Milwaukee, three years
blind, he was led up to the table to
ago. He spent one year at Valmora,
was
who
man
givEach
signed
sign.
later removing' to Mora where he' is
itt?t"he
occasion
en a souvenir of the
form of a miniature copyipfi the;,cove practicing medicine.
nant, to which also his signature!'. w,ts' Guests at the wedding were as fol&,. lows: Mrs. Carrie F. Cutler of Las
attached.
Vegas, sister of the, bride's father:
In the course of thedaySlj.
ward Carson receivea many messages f Mrs. Emlle Rudulph of Las Vegas,
sister of Mrs.-- Dunn; Mrs. Jose A.
conveyed by dispatch riders and the
Baca of, Las Vegas, Mrs. Dunn's sisall
ofthe
from
pro
parts
corps
signal
Mrs. A. G. Adams, sisvince of Ulster, informing jiimof the ter;
ter and 'brother-in-laof the bride;
made.
was
that
being
progress
A message from the lord primate Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Roseberry of
of
t llaton, sister and brother-in-lawas recived and publicly read.
Ihe bride; Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Witten
."strengtii
said: "May God give lyoti
and wisdom to guide aright Ireland's Of 'Las Vegas, cousins qf the bride;
faithful sons in trying to save our Miss Marguerite Rudulph, cousin of
beloved national land from 'uegreUii-tic-n- , the bride, and John Rudulph, cousin
strife and of the bride,
g
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Oata hardened with other grains.
Modern Woodmen Entertain
December started unchanged
at 32,
"'
Their Sister Organization.
and sold at
A delightful evening was spent last
Provisions showed steadiness. Hog
night in the Woodman hall on Sixth weakness appeared to be offset by the
street by the members of the Las Vestrength of cereals. First .sales
gas camp of the Modem" Woodmen of
off to 2
advance, with JanAmerica and the Royal Neighbors.
uary $18.80 for pork; $10.50 for lard
The Woodmen acted as hosts to their and $9.75 for ribs. The
closing quosiBter organization, their families and
tations were:
friends. Fully 80 people were present.
' December
Wheat, September
The entertainment was opened by
,
Rev. N. B. Green, an enthusiastic
Corn, September
Woodman, who spoke for a short
,
time upon the work being, done In
Docem- Oats, September
th world by the fraternal orders in bar
creating better fellowship. He quoted
Pork, .September $16.30.
the scriptural passage: "Behold how
Lard, September $10.92.
good and pleasant it is for brethren
Ribs, September $15.02.
to dwell together in unity God hath
made of one blood all nations of men NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
to dwell upon the face of the earth.'
New York, Dec. 28. The stock marOther numbers on the program ket openedi .active and strong with a
were as follows: O.'H. Stewart, adresumption of yesterday's heavy dealdress on introducing the new coun- ings in Steel. That slock opened with,
cil; duet, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. North-rup- ; a block of 7,500 shares at an advance
address, "Fraternity," Rev. E. of
cents. Other prominent Issues
C. Anderson; vocal solo. Miss Lucile
recorded gains at the outset while such
Swallow; recitation, Miss Elizabeth specialties as Pacific Mail and WestStewart; address by Z. W. Montague; ern Maryland rose a point or more.
duet, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Northrup;
Stocks were supplied and the pace
solo, Miss Lucile
Swallow;
solo, became too rapid. The reaction did not
"Good Night," Mrs. Prentice:
go very far, however, except In a few
Following the formal program a box instances, supporting orders appearluncheon was served: This created
ing after Borne of the leaders had fallmuch fun and filled the guests with en' below
yesterday'a final quotations.
substantial "eatings" as well as with
For a
The market closed steady.
good humor. The party last night is week-entoday's session on the exone of a series of good times to be change was marked by the greatest acenjoyed by the Woodmen and their tivity seen in some time. ' The ad.
families during the winter.
vance in the first hour resulted in ex-

3232.
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1. BATCHEUOR

tensive realization and a temporary
A PPROVEP BY ITS ENEMIES
J;
",
setback. Demand was renewed later,
Bridge Party at
however, when best prices were made.
Home of Mrs. Gibson.
"Perkins tellsl why be is a progresPaei-fl..
1
One of the prettiest parties of the Steel, Amalgamated and Union
sive," is the headline which' appear
for
records
the
year.
iscoWng
week was the afternoon at bridge
ed in the daily papers of last Sunday,
The last sales for the day were:
whist given by Mrs. J. H. Gibson
over a statement given out by Col- 91
Amalgamated
Copper
Monday afternoon at her home on
PiPftevpJtii chief financial back127
A it D
American Beet Sugar
TA I L
Seventh
street.
some
After
e
In
haa
Jim
er, which ig a unique production
. . .;.
. . . .110'
Atchison
been spent at the scientific and fascimany ways. The brightest and most
, . . 142
Great Northern
nating game it was announced that New York
shining sentence in it, however, is
118
Central
first prize had been won by Mrs." Ackthe following:
.129
Pacific
disaster, religious
Northern
er while Mrs. H. S. Van Peften had
"
In the last hall century, more civil war.
tf -,
173
.
earned
the second trophy. Dainty re- Reading
been
tea.
made
progress
industrially
;
113
Rebekahs Celebrate
Southern Pacific
freshments were served. '
economically,
socially, educationally,
113
rSixty-firs- t
Pacific . .... i
Many Signers In tondon?
Anniversary
Mrs. Gibson's guests were: Mrs. J. Unipn
two
In
than
any previous
spiritually,
176
Union
Pacific
London, Sept. 28 The league and
The sixty-firs- t
anniversary of the M. Cunningham, Mrs Harriett Van
or three
79
covenant againtet home rule, as well Daughters of Rebekah was appropriUnited States Steel
Ad.
Petten, Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs. John S. United States
IE you have been. Inclined to the as the women's declaration, was sign
115
fd
Steel,
ately celebrated by the members of Clark," Mrs. R. K. MoClanahan, Mrs.
Is
and
Ixmiion
in
the
that
ed extensively today
opinion
republican party
the Las Vegas lodge and their friends George A. Fleming, Mrs.
Mary Bear-ingeand other cities of the United Kingdom.
hopelessly Bourbon, moss-bacat the I. O. O. F. hall on Sixth street
Mrs. ' Ben Strickfaden,
Mrs.
Head The Optsu.
.
newand
that
a
party
reactionary,
.!f.t
last Thursday evening. . '.
Mrs.
H.
Mrs. E. j.
W.
Acker,
Kelly,
must be organized to save us from
Mrs. E. J. McAllister presided, and McWenle, Mrs.
GREAT MASS OF PROOF
Byron Mills, Mrs. F.
sliding back to barbarism, suppose,
an interesting program was given. L.
Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs.
Myers,
you read that sentence over again,
The Mozart Violin Sextette, composed Hallett
.
...
Raynolds, Mrs. S. B. Davis,
and then ask yourself: vf'What party Reports of 30,000 Cases of Kidney of Misses Ruth iselinger, Nellie Par- Mrs. Earl Breese, Mrs. C. S. Los-eEast
Them
of
Some
Trouble,
was in power during the
I I d Im w.w
1
'
hell, Lucy Myers, Thelma Colman, VirMrs. Charles W G. Ward, Mrs.
K
i&m 1 f V
Las Vegas Cases ' '
1
11
when the phenomenal progress which
and
and
Walter
Kolbo,
Floyd
ginia
Clarence Iden and Mrs. IT. S. Van
some
6,000 newspapers of
of
Each
Mr. Perkins describes was accomplishMiss Katherlne Selinger, accompan
Petten.
the United States Is publishing from
ed?"
I;
.
In Its ist, rendered two pretty selections In
of
v v
names
to
people
week,
week
Of course there is but one answer
which .Mrs.
after
manner,
$
pleasing
who
have,
neighborhood,
members
The
of
the faculty of the
particular
to that question. With the exception
Ed Comstock delivered a very able,
New' Mexico Normal University were
used and recommended Doan's Kidof one single quadrennium, that
on
the Rebekah lodge, 'its hosts and
u-.iPills for kidney backache, weak address
hostesses at a reception
af iJ
K&S
4iM. CvL
U
and distressing period from ney
and the " ' vast
land urinary birth and growth
troubles
bladder
last night at the Normal building, giv-;1893 to 1897, when democratic incom- kidneys,
acamount of good which is "being
en complimentary to the students of
disorders. This mass of proof Includes
complished by this noble band of wo the institution. An excellent
petency put a stop to all progress, the
Yo
estimonials.
EastcLaa
30.0Q0
musical
un- oyer
the
in
been
has
antf
men.
The address was Instructive
republican party
no exception. Here is one of
is
was
and
gas
program
literary
given
afby
''
was enjoyed by all.
ttlonday is always a bargain day with us. CROWDS of picasssd cus"
disputed control of the national
members of the faculty and the studthe East Las Vegas cases.
The
60
more
than
years.
FishMisses Jessie Wood and Alta
fairs for
1015
Sixth
street,
Andres
Sena,
Mrs.
tomers were with us last Monday. Won't you be one of the crowd next
ents, and the affair proved most eninmagnificent progress, therefore,
:
"The burn rendered a pretty piano solo, joyable.
- East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says
educationsocial,
four
which
of the members, Mrs.
dustrial, economic,
Honday? We want you to examine the specials offered. All' we ask is
use of Doan'fl Kidney Pills in our after
aid and; spiritual, which "Mr. Perkins home has demonstrated' ;thedE; great Fpees, 0Mrs. Sqhaf er, Mrs. Freeman,
cred-te.
Mis;;Roy Prentiss 'entertained a few
you show us the appreciation the bargains quoted jJessrve1 ,
bo, eloquently describes, must be
backache and oth- and Mrs. O'Malley, put on a farce in frieiftll!
for
value
.relieving
afternoon
at"a
Tdesday
''
bn
entitled
Joined
act,
wholly and exclusively to the
Why
They
er ki'dne!disrders.;: We procured this
fwochfe party given complipublican! 'party. What higher encomiCenter Block Pharmacy the Rebekahs," which was very fun mentary to Mrs. "John Mayors of Ratat
the
remedy
beosen ;
um coud? be passed upon any politicf '"$5.00 :':iAti - wcoi
and caused much merriment.
50
.brought such v satisfactory re ny
ind.it
who was in Las Vegas'lUe guest
on,
,t;i)u(a..to
this
there
cal orgiizatlonlilian
sults that I publicly testified In MS ilThe program being- concluded,
The first
re- of Mrs. Hallett Raynolds.
the republican party from Ihe mouth
have was a social hour, and delicious
was won by Miss Mildred
pralso over two years ago.
prize
tof one of its enemies?
chicken
freshments
of
salad, celery,
Cl,l!d,c's Wiler
C3Y S AIL
personally recommended Doan's ,KiuBrowne.
was
Miss Bessie Cooley
Mr. Perkins goes on to say that the ney Pille to many of my friends since." Cheese straws, coffee, jelly and ho
J"7.
W'e.iil.t.Won Sui!s
served. The committed awarded the second prize.
SOIT
republican party is no longer qualiFor sale bv all dealers.! price 50 biscuit were
refreshand
on
both
entertainment
Beds,
fied to carry on the work of the coun- cents. Foster-MllbuCo., tiBUttato.
Choice at
The marriage of C. S. Williams,
. All Sizes and Any
try, and that the progress which the New York, sole agents for the. United ments deserve the, greatest praise foi cashier in the local office of the Wells
Price
(EOMjAY ONLY)
will
celebration.
of
witnessed
Grade, Per Sait
success
the
has
the
half
century
past
,
States.
Fargo Express company, to Miss
1
come to an end unless a new party is
4
4
4
name
the
Dean'sand
Remember
Waive White of Boise, Idaho, will occ?r
'
promptly organized and placed in take no other.
.
Miss Gibson Hostess
(All Sizes Here)
cur on October 8 at White homo iu
ifO,hkJ
OiiC
warrant
for
power. But is there any
.
Club
to the Sewing
Boise.
Mr.
Williams
Tueswill
leave
such a onc!usion? There is a maxim
.JVliss Gladys Gibson was hostess to day for Idaho, , returning with his
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK; ,
Of law that "no man becomes sudden
lENlKiGST G5
members of the dewing club last bride on October 15.
tee
re28.
Cattle,
Kansas City, Sept
ly infamous." And so with equal
o.n at her home cm
aftern
V V
Saturday
200
southerns.
500,
including
a
truth it may be said that great po ceipts
No. B 111 Ladies Clack Keal
Seventh street. The Sewing club is
Good QdaViiy OuiiBfJ Co .vas
Warner's Kvtd Proof Corset?
The Ladies' guild of St. Paul's Melitical party does not suddendly change Market steady. Native steers 46
will meet
so called because sewing is rarely morial Episcopal
church
steers
southern
:
and
10.30;
ft.256 is done at
purpose.
its whole character
Maco Stockiuris, Per Fair
Broken Sizes, at
ln All Eucn, Lu.h
any of its meetings. The Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
An organization which for 50 years southern cows and .heifers $3.50
ir
was
D.
A.
Mrs.
nor
with
at
afternoon
pleasantly
spent
Whitmore,
heifers1
and
$5.iK
cows
can
native
5.25;
watchword
:":
has made progress its
. !
,:;',
games followed by refreshments home on the corner of Columbia ave8.25; stocfeers and feeders' $4.50
no more come to a sudden stop than
Cunwere:
Helen
Miss
street.
Those present
nue and Seventh
a hundred ton locomotive plunging 7.50; bulls $3.755; calves $6 9.75;
western cows ningham, Miss Louise Cunningham,
steers
an
western
60
miles
hour,
at
rails
the
$j10;
along
A number of the young ladies Of the
Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Marguerite
..
, ,
can la 'the twinkling of an eye, coma $3.506.
Miss
"THS.v STORE.
Lorna
Miss
will givo a
Chicken ' crowd
Johnson,
5
Cluxton,
Spring
Hogs, reecipts 10,000. Market
to a standstill.
"Rcdkra
Miss Mossy York, Leap Year dance to the young men
EmmaTamme,
of
sales
Bulk
lower.
cents
$8.40
its
lost
had
If the republican party
n )
i
and Miss Ruby Moore, Miss Rachaol 6f the Spring Chicken club next FriPalmer sutler
progressiva tendency four or eight 8.95; heavy ?8.358.60; pacVs
ad Kt.'yfccJarf
Earl
Mm.
C.
O.
F.
R.
ball.
Johnson,
day night in the
achieved notMiic butchers, $8.408.70; pigstCfii?..'' JVard, Mrs. R.
Women
varu ago, If
V . G. Ward,
Charles
Mrs.
"stoa-dyUreeae,
in the direction o! advancement and Sheep, receipts 1,200. Market
"
Mrs. Carlos Dunn, of Taos, Mrs.
Muttons $3. C04. 50; lambs $6
during the past administra
t)rogref-MiKs
Mildred
cotton
Trumbull
and
WANTED
Clean
P.
Charles
rags.
and
$1
Optic
yearling
tinn.evcn then there might bo some 7.10: range wethers
office.
Urowno.
5.60;' range ewes $2.504,25.
for Mr. Perkins strictures
-

1

The Santa Fe will sell round trip tikets'fdr one Fare Las
'
Vegas to Albuquerque, five dollars and. thirty cents

Mr!-an-

.
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'
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net at 8990.
Unsettled weather made corn prices
firm.'' December opened a shade lowto 52
ed to a shade higher at 52
and ascended to 52 Q 53. The close
was firm,
cent up for December at

.

(Cash In Advance

ALL.

Durtn-Hoa-

AT YCT.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, But -- 8. Bullish Russian
advices today lifted the wheat market, Rains were said to .have impaired the quality of the grain, and reduced the yield of the southwest proWorld ahipmpuU
vinces
The
proved smaller than expected.
lower to
opening here varied from
a like amount up. December started
at,S9, an advance of , touched 89
and rose to 90 cents. The close
v.as firm with December
cents
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FOR FALL and WINTER

Romero, a merchant of
Mora, was in Las Vegas today.
a ranchman of
Alfredo
Lucero,
Mora, county, was in Laa Vegas today
on business.
H. L. Noll, who is employed in the
I
Papeu grocery store, will leave to-- I
night for points In Kansas.
'Mf.C. Hunzinger of El Paso ame
in lust evening from the south and
was here today on business.
j
'Pedro Garcia of Los Alamos is in
Las Vegas for a short visit with his
daughter, Mrs. William Frank.
Jose Ignacio Garcia will leave to- iropj night t forIxs Angeles, Clalif.,
wnera ne expects to spend the winter.
Mrs. Secundino Romero left this
afternoon for Albuquerque
where
she will Join Mr. Romero iu a trip to
"" '
'ETTSso.
.
EugeniOi

We are proud u say, we
have the most, Up-t- o date
line of Ladies' and Misses'".
Dresses, Coats, Skirts 'and I
TKICES

.,

;, ,

See us for anything else.that's
NEW and UP TO DATE,.

We Have It.

Mm

ij'J'-.;-

S Graabsrib

The Popular Price
Agents

for'

Store"'
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of-th-

sfety
you, likt

working
cate machine. Yet this sage pioneer
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coyote, formerof the trail, with his meticulous care
of you and himself, was just
ly of Las Vegas, who have bqen visitrange-ponhunted down by a VangV ing relatives here for the past ten
rider, driven, coaxed or duped Into a days, left this afternoon for their
corral, broken, saddled, bridled? and home In . Atchison, Kan.
ridden all In one hour; wrenched outl
son of
Wilson Mills,
of his wildness, having his heart broken, and made Into a plavefwbfle ySjtt find Mrs. William J. Mills, will leave
would eat your breakfast. He Is not tonight for Ann Arbor, Mich., to
a beauty; he la Just t njoitfjrei blt
his studies in the law depart
his legs and his feet are made' of Iron ment of the University of Michigan.
and steel, and the work he does over 4
r F H Crail affa proesBor Rufus
awful frails, in a rough and ragged
Mead,
superintendent of the public
country, strewn with stones and flints
and boulders and lava and . serubt schools in East Las Ve as, left this
week after week, month after, .month,, morning In Dr. CraiJ's automobile for
and year after year, would spoil the Maxwell to attend the pumpkin pie
legs of a thoroughbred in three days. festival in progress there today.
Gilbert Parker la Metropplitan Mag- ! Howell
Earnest of Clayton was a
i
azine.
visitor in Las Vesas today. Mr. F,rn-fs- t
is secretary of the Clayton ComKING OF ALL THE TUBERS mercial club, and is in the Insurance
business in that city. Mr. Earnest is
Compared With the Yam, Irish Potato also traveling, auditor for New Mexico.
Is Called Insipid, Almost
' Wallace
Springer came in yesterday
Tasteless Bulb.
afternoon from Santa Fe where he has
qn
teen during the past summer In atThe golden yain, says the Washingat the Archaeological
ton Post, that elaborates the jun ad tendance
the soil into a sugar which makes sac- ischool, Young Springer made me
charine seem sour, was set apart by trip from the Capital City on his
our first parents as the overlord of all motorcycle in about three
hours,
tubers. The history of ltsIrifa'B'ri1al which is said to be remarkable time.
may be definitely traced to; the foster , Attracted by the offer of all the pie
care of Raleigh. It spread into Lanhe could eat and all the 'tider he
cashire, .Its path through the low
could
drink, all free as air on & breezy
as
followed
countries may be
clearly
as the march of the armyworni.-But- ;
day, Chart. Trambley this morning
the genealogy of the yam is lost In the set sail for Maxwell. Mr. Trambley
morning mists of antiquity, It, is supi fs in the hardware business on- j the
posed to be identical with the'"' man- West side and will be alblei to qualify
drake for which the Orient peoples as an
expert on whether pie crust Is
dug as for hidden treasure. Beyond
'.
tugh;Lpr
crjjvty:
i, ...
all peradventure it- was. .the yam.tq
jv
Eufracio Gallegos and a party of
which fhe Spanish gave what aftereife
In tai Vegas today; stop
ward hirame the generic name "bataf :tffenia
ta." modified Into our own collective ping off en route from their homes In
.kaiU GaIle'f(?3"to- "potato!' It purple flowata-wer- e
SffnTitTe.'eyBade We
ed as the harbingers oLnature's richf trjp YtSm fcl)tegot..to Lai VefeasV-stitf
est largesse, while Humboldt was
distance of 154 miles, in an automodoubting whether nature originally
this morning. Mr. Gallegos Is the
bile
creation
the
with
do
to
had anything
suceu
nominee for one of the
is
the
It
republican
of the Irish potato.
lent root to which loving allusions are presidential electors from New Mexl- made by the great dramatist, who ci.
would have condemned the Mermaid
as a tavern If he had been offered thi
Ed Mullin, Ed Johnson and Williaif
tasteless bulb exploited by Mastei
...
Raleigh..
Gainsley were taken into custody last
night by Special Santa Fe Officer L.
; B, Norris, charged with trespassing on
and
Complexion.
'Apples
In the near future giria won't have Santa Fe property. They paid their
to sail under false colors. "The'rougr costs this morning and were given orrot is destined to go to- the; etira? ders by the court to "hit the trail."
be necessary
beap No longer will itreddened
piecef
tor Jennie to hide her
I
of chamois skin ih';h?f; kat; Listen,
GAME
Apples are going to save the INDIANS SLAUGHTERING
girlB!
Denver, Colo., Sept. 28. Indians
.complexions of all American jwomen?
addressnorthwestern New Mexico have
i; Grant Border of Baltimore,
asso- from
Shippers'
International
ing the
invaded western Colorado on their anciation, at Chicago, said: ''H;Women
do more nual wild game hunt, according to reknew that eating apples will
beautiful
ports received by State Game Commisto make their complexions
in
the
sioner James A. Shtnn. The Indians
than all the face remedies
not only bunt without a license says
world they would eat them morning,
from .now Commissioner Shinn, but kill anything
noon and night. Five years
orchards
crosses their path, Including elk,
when the countless apple
the past that
that have come into existence
and mountain sheep, which
antelope
the
full
crops,
begin to bear
protected by the Coloare
specifically
State.
United
producllon In the
I7pl
Three deputy game
laws.
That
fl.
rado game
ft exceed 100,000,000 barre
woman a chance tc wardens ha.ve been sent Into western
.
Colorado to endeavor toi enforce the
IS good? steady, r.liahlo,
s
cost
zame laws.
omplexlon for little
re-slt-
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The veteran baseball editor of the
Boston Globe, Tim Murnane, while in
reminiscent mood the other day.
wrote: ."In my 24 years on the Globe
I have reported the games at home
and have traveled with the teams on
the road. In that, time Boston has
had eight pennant ' winners. That
means that Just
of the time
I had the satisfaction of seeing the
players go through all the disappointments and thrills of a rugged baseball

7
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EXCURSIONS

one-thir- d

campaign.
"The managers of the .winners were
Mike Kelly, once; Frank Selee, five
times, and James Collins, twice. The
captains, or the men who led the boyt
on the field, were:, Mike Kelly, once;
William Nash, three times; Hugh
Duffy, twice; and JameB Collins,
twice. Of these, Hugh Duffy alone
of the successful generals, is still in
the game, as manager o? the Milwaukee club. Mike Kelly had a free rein,
as did James Collins. Both were managers as well as captains on the field,
and were naturally in close touch
with their players.
"Nash and Duffy were under the
direction of Frank Selee, who made
little pretense of knowing anything
about Inside baseball, but who did
know a lot about human nature, and,
besides, had the faculty of developing
a brotherly feeling among his men.
Selee would keep no man on his team
who failed to display a personal in
terest in the success of the team.' The
owners of the club were good business
men who never came in contact with
their, hired men."
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DENVER $15.60

si. louis, m.
".

C0LCSAC3 SFFJSOS $13.73

$11.93

st. paul,

$40.33

::;?

-

oh $s5)

ill $4s.33

oiicaco,

VAso fates iq many other points in East, North East, West
and NcirtriHtest including points in Old Mexico and points in

British Columbia.
Tickets oh sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th.. are first class
and good for.stop over in either direction. , Final return limit
October 31st.i. 1912.
Also tickets good for return within CO daysUfrom date on
sale to may points in East.

IEWiK,

N. Y

VIA STANDARD LINES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES
J

'J

'1

$72.o3

For Jfurtherinformation call on or write.
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Antolne Delorla, postmaster at Garden, Mich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative value of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
"From1 my own
experience I recom"Dou
mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
jpu suppose, that policeman Is "Of course, but he has soma consicenoe about it"
remedy for kidney trouble. My fath- getting graft from anybodyT"
ers was cured of kidney disease and
"How's thatT"'
"Noi i tbink We's a perfectly honest
a good many of tnyt neighbors were
"Why you can buy him to supsrt
polioeman,"
cured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. O.
a measure, but he won't stay bought."
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
"I understand that he has been on
vbu
rea.1 valiiA n the rorce only, two nays.
If
knew
Wigs What is more tiresome thin"
of
tha
'
Rixle," Marshall and Killifer.
days oi the sesilon
Chamberlain's Liniment for lame
a man who is always talking about
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains
Oh
yes r,,he'sa very fair alder-"Wh- what he has done
"CASCARETS" MAKE
New York, Sept 28. First game:
and rheumatic pains, you would never
Wagg A man who Is always talkYOU FEEL GREAT wisn to he without it For sale bv
R
J?
about what he Is going to do.
told
can
I'm
be
.
he
bribed."
all
ing
a;
dealers.
1 3 2
New York
2 6 1 Gently Cleanse Your Liver and SlugBoston .
gish Bowels While You Sleep
Batteries: Tesreau, Meyers; HesSick
headache, biliousness, dizziand
Rarlden.
se
ness, coaled tongue, foul taste and
foul breath always trace them to
Chicago, Sept. 28. First game;
It
4
R.H.E. torpid liver, delayed fermenting food
stom12 10 0 in the bowels or sour, gaesy
Cincinnati ...
Chicago
,...1 1 6 ach,Poisonous matter
clogged in the in
Works
and Severold;
Batteries:
.',i
Laudermilk and Hecklnger. Game testines, instead of being cast out of.
Is
the
into
the
system
d
account
in
seventh inning
called
is, we believe( the most perfect fitting, longest
blood. When this poison reaches
rain. Second game postponed.
brain tissue it causes con
wearing and best finished knit goods on the
gestion and that dull, thrcl bing, sick
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28. St. Louis won
market. It comes in a variety of styles and
R.H.E. ening headache.
from Pittsburgh,
oil end purgacathartio
Salts,
pills,
1
10
....4
St Louis
weights enabling, every one to supply their
tive waters force a passageway for a
6 1
Pittsburgh ...
'
individual heeds;
two
or
tout
yes
they don't take
Batteries: Burnke and Wingo; Cani-nit- day
the poisons out and have no effect
Adams and Gibson,
upon the liver or stomach.
GARMENTS TO SUIT YOU
Cascarets Immediately cbansb and
.
American League.
the
remove
the
stomach,
regulate
Philadelphia, Sept. 28. First game: sour,
y
1 1,- "M ERODE"
combining fit,' comfort and quality, and at
undigested and fermenting food
R.H. E.
Hand
Finished)
foul
and
excess
bile
gases, take tye
"M&RODE"
11 1
Philadelphia
prices you i can easily afford. That is a
UNDERWEAR
from the liver and carry out of the
QIand Finished)
New Yorks
..........4 7 4 system
all the constipated waste
UNDERWEAR
it?
combination
isn't
War-hopretty
strong
ana
Batteries: Brown
Egan;
matter, and poisons In the bowels.
and. Sweeney. v Ten .innings, ; .....
.Cascaret tonight will; surely
'
See the goods arid, you'lf appreciate. the merits of Mefode, t'
straighten you out by morning. They
x
work
BleeptrrajlO-oeatbo.while you,
INSURRECTION NOT CRUSHED
underwear. 4 Note the prices on the following items,
j;.'
from
druggist moans your head
8."aC81I''
in :
t clear, stomach sweet and 'your liver
Wetfaei;;W, renting fttxi, situ,attqn
AND CH&DREN'TwEAR
, WOMEN'S UNION SUITS'
ed. jn Leon ;'as part toiitfiepolfcjriof and bowels, clean, and regular,! tor
Z MISSES'
"' ''
J'; "
..
v; y!
the liberals, Indicate that the revolu- months'.
whke
Wool
aiid
Silk
wool
high
union
only;
White
garments,
tion has not been cut down with, the
Suits, sizes 2 to 8 for
ATTEND THE MEETING.
surrender of General Mena. Minister
Children 6tq 14, years, $1.25 and
$1.35
neck, long sleeve ankle length, per suit, 2.2$,'
of the annual meeting of the
Notice
at
Weltzel, In reorting the situation
2.75 and
Commercial club to be held Tuesday
White Cotton union suits, medium weight,
Leon, saya in a disatch to the state
Silk and Wool extra size garments; high
October 8 In the club rooms
evening,
been
60c
ribbed, sizes 2 to 8, per suit i
department today that relief has
ecTmrii1'
neck, long sleeves, ankle length,1
extended to a few Americans and oth- has been posted by Secretary Fleming. At a special meeting of the
Separate garments, fleeced, white only,
$2.75.
er foreigners.
weight, white only, per suit.. board of directors held recently it was
, .35c
sizes 2 to 8, each.
White Merino garments, heavy,: high neck,
suggested that a special effort be
'
.$2.25
made to get out a full attendance of
BATHS CURE "SNAKES"
Separate garments, fleeced, grey only,"
long sleeves, ankle length..
'
1 to 15 years
sizes
10c to 45c
Detroit, Mich, Set. 28. "A positive the members on the evening for which
Similar garments in Natural Color.. ..$2. 50
cure haa been discovered for delirium the meeting is called Instead of havSeparate garments of Australian Wool tan .
White Merino medium weight garments,
tremens in hot baths," said Dr. Bruce ing to postpone It from week to week,
as
case
in
been
the
for
has
the
past.
Smith, superintendent of hospitals
only, sizes 1 to 15 years, price according to
high neck, long sleeves and ankle length or.,
It was also suggested that in addisize 25c to.
Ontario, In an address before the
90c
low neck , elbow sleeves and ankle length, 1.75
Hospital association. He said tion to the club members a general inDr. Denton's sleeping garments for chil.
Other styles union suits and separate garthe method is to place the victim in vitation be extended to all businessi v,i.i. .$1.25
the bath and keep him there until his men to attend this meeting in order
ments at 60c to.
dren, in sizes 1 to 5, grey only .at 55c to 75c
to taie up several matters of importIllusions disappear.
ance ; to the community In addition
to the regular routine business perLaa VGas'LoadingStoro
Mrs. J. N. HiIl,;Homer, Ga., bas us- taining Jo the annual meeting of the
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound club, thereby avoiding .the necessity
"Woolttx"
"Priotzesa"
for years, and says she always recom- of holding two meetings.
m
3
StL..
Suits
mends It to her friends. "It never
Suits
It is urged, therefore, upon all
1
fails to cure our coughs and colds and
to
buhlnessmen
af
keep this evening,
and Coata
and Coatt
prevents croup. We have five children and always give thera Foley's October 8, free from all other engage
Established 1362
, South S'ldoiVkik
;r
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold, ments and to make plans to attend
and they are all soon well. We would the
big meeting at the Commercial
not be without It In our house." O.
G. Schaefer and Red CrosB Drug Co. club on that night.
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SOUTHERN BRANCH OF CHURCH TIM MURNANE GIVES SOME
WILL HOLD ANNUAL CONTERESTING BASEBALL
STATISTICS.
FERENCE

g

City. They former.! resided
'
Las Vegas.
,
G. Ogle, the land man, left this
PAYS
TRIBUTE TO DRONCtt morning on the special train for ivfaxweft" to attend the pumpkin pie and
Writor Glowingly Points Out Useful cider festh al.
ness of Llttls- Arizona Animal
E. Cyrano, Santa Fe. telegraph
V.ion the Trail.
operator at Chapelle, was in Las VeWhen the Arizona bronco wishes to? gas today, stopping of Ken route from
be safe for you and himself, he is the a' trip to Kansas.
safest thing In the world; and when, CsPage B. Otero,
deputy game warden,
he wishes to be unsafe, life Is a mer-- ,
was in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
I
chance.
went
ry
up and down trails
In Arizona 'which, were almost perpen- from his headquarters in Santa Fe.
W .came on train iU). 10, returning on
dicular, and rough and stone-Btswtoo; but there was little danger, for N'o.7.
the bronco has, not the "ten, pound,", i Paul Breniger, clerk In the Santa
but the "thousand pound" look! His Fe superintendent's
was
office,
nose Is to the ground, his eyes fastLas Vegans who left this
the
among
ened on the trail, his footstep the
most beautifully careful thing1 the morning for the pie festival In Max.
mind can conceive. One foot, placed well.
before another eases, preserves - the ; T)r. Frank' II. H. Roberts, president
-- an
balance, adjusts the weighfc-fo- r
New Mexico Normal Univerother; and all this wonderful .xuatfkiSM sity,- left this morning for Maxwell,
ery of Equipoise, stabiUtx. and
feast was
deli- hj'here.'.the blgtpumpkin pie.
under
you feel
in!

'
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Ministers and lay delegates to the
New Mexico annual conference of
the Methodist
Episcopal
church,
South,
attending the twenty-thirsession of this body will convene In Las Cruces from October 9
to 13. Bishop James Atkins of
N. C, will preside.
The conference embraces all the
towns in New Mexico occupied by this
church together with El Paso, Marfa,
Alpine, Sanderson, Pecos, Fort Stock-toFort Davis, EToyan, Texlco and
Odessa, Tcxujs. The conference is
into three districts known as
(he Albuquerque, El Paso and PecoB
alley districts. Each of these Is
cupervised by a presiing elder who
travels over his district four times a
year, visiting each charge and hold-in- s
a quarterly conference. There are
4
preachers in the conference. Be
sides there there will be 12 lay delegates ,and at least 40 ladies who will
lepresent their local missionary organizations, The women of the Southern Methodist .church of New Mexico
are organized into a ."Woman's Missionary conference" and this organization also holds its sessions at the
rame time of the annual conference.
Presiding Elders Rev. J. H. Mesaer,
J. Allen Ray and J. B. Cockran supervise a representative body of over
7,000 thousand members, not including
the members of the Spanish border
mission conference, having a number
of pastors and members.
There will be present several offi
cials at large. Dr. W. F. McMurray,
secretary of the board of church ex
tension witn head ornce ax Louisville,
Ky., is to represent his work. How
ever hi work is well known in this
slate, ias thousands of dollars from
i'
his. board is expended annually in
TODAY'S BASEBALL
construction of churches.
Dr. J. M.
Mqore, Ph. D., secretary erf the home
National League
mission board, with headquarters at
Brooklyn, Sept 28. First game:
:
,
R.H.E, Nashville,' Tenn., will be present or
4 5 0 have a representative.
Dr. Everett of
, ..
Brooklyn
0
6 2 the book and publication,
office at
Philadelphia'
Rucker and Miller; Dallas, will bo present the first few
Batteries:

James Purcell aud family came in
this afternoon from their ho m in Ok.

FIVE

f'.t2.

EVERYTHING

Charles Tli'eld U cover too far :.wjy
frcm home to take aa interest iu tlie
welfare of .'.as Vesrai. as is proven by
the followi'i.g 'cf.or io Witliair. ,J.
I.ucag, presl'leut it' iiii 'imr.eroI..il
club, regarding tha ptvtjrsi:l nhandm1-isof the club quarters:
Bad Harzburg, Germany,
Sept. 4, 1912.
Mr. W. J. Lucas, East Las Vegas,
N. M.
Friend Lucas: v I am sorry to read
in The Optic and also from information received through Max Nordhans,
that there was a 'movement on foot to
make a change In the running of the
Commercial club, or as one of the
members remarked:' if the expense
for running it could not be collected
to give it up. It don't know if this letter will reach you In tme before final
action has been taken, but if it does
I wish you would express niy wishes
in the matter to the members, to keep
the club going under all circumstances, and if necessary I am only
too glad to pay an extra, donation lor
that.,purpose, as it would give Las
Vegas a very big black eye should it
become known among
the outside,
that our community was unable to
maintain the club, which on its face,
would show that we are divided community, or that the. town in general
don't amount to anything. I hope that
the people of Vegas see the importance of the maitnenance of the club
In the same light as I do, and hope
that every business man and citizen
will work for the best Interest of the
community. With kind regards for
yourself and family, I am,
Yours sincerely,
CHAS. ILFELI).

Ralph Frank, son of Mr. and Mr,.
William Frank, returned . last night
fir m, a week's trip to Santa Fe and

Oc
- -

?!
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28,
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PROMINENT LAS VEGAN WRITES
FROM GERMANY REGARDING THE CLUB.
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FLINT,

Prop

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
State of New" Mexico. Office of the
State Corporation Commission.
It is hereby certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the Certified Copy of
Certificate of Incorporation and Statement of The Union Land and Grazing
Company (No. 7288) with the endorsements thereon, as same appeal's on
file and of record in the office of the
Slate Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman
and chief clerk of said Commission
have hereunto set their hands and affixed the seal of said Commission, at
the City of Santa Fe, on this 2.th day
of August, A. D. 1912.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
EDWIN F. COARD,

Asst.

Ave
Phone Main 447
416 Grand

Chief

Clerk.

;

qualified and authorized by law of
said state to take acknowledgement
of deeds, etc., and thai full faith is
due to all his official acts as such.
In testimony whereo", f have hereunto set my hand, and affixed the
seal of said court ,on this thirtieth
day of July, A. D., 1SS5.
WILLIAM H HAC.KE'IT
(Seal)
. :
ITta
Commonwealth of Massa. i.uh t's.
Suffolk, SS. City of Boston.
Be it remembered that on this Thirtieth day of July, 1885, before the unfor the
dersigned, a commissioner
state of New Jersey for taking the acknowledgement and proof of deed,
personally appeared Oliver D. Barrett
s
who I am satisfied is one of the
in, and who executed the foregoing certificate; and I having made
known to him the contents thereof he
then and there did acknowledge that !
he signed, sealed and delivered said
certificate as his voluntary aci for the
jmrposes therein set forth.
Give under my hand and official sea)
this Thirtieth day of July, 1S85.
EDWARD J. JONES,
(Seal)
of
Commissioner
the State of
New Jersey, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, residing
at the City of Boston in said
County of Suffolk.
State of New York,
City and County of New York, ss.
Be it remembered that on this tenth
day of August, Eighteen hundred and
eighty-fivbefore the undersigned, a
commissioner for the state of New
Jersey for taking the acknowledge
ment and proof of deeds, in said city,
county and state of New York, personally appeared Benjamin F, Butler, who
I am satisfied is one of the persons
described in and who executed the
and I having
foregoing certificate;
made known to him the contents
thereof, he then and there did acknowledge that he, signed, sealed and
delivered said certificate as his voluntary act for the purposes therein
set forth.
Given under my hand and official
seal, this tenth day of August, Eighteen hundred and eighty-five- .
,
JOSEPH B. BRAMAN,
(Seal)
Commissioner of Deeds for the state
of New Jersey, in and for the
state of .New York, resident In
said City of New York. Office
Equitable Buiding, 120 Broadway,
New York City.
Endorsed: "Received and recorded
in the clerk's office of the county of
Camden at Camden In Book No. 3 of
corporations, page 32 etc., August
11 tb. 1SS5.
J(,
JOS. C. HOLLINSHEAD.
Clerk."
"Filed August 11th, 1885,
HENRY C. KELSEY,
Secretary of State " .
'

'ar,

pji-son-

Certificate of Incorporation of The
Union Land and Grazing
Company
Station
Battery Charging
This is to certify that we, Benjamin
Automobiles for Hire
F. llutler, of Lowell, In the state of
Massachusetts, George M. Robeson, of
Camden, in the State of New Jersey,
and Oliver D. Barrett, of Washington,
In the District of Columbia, do hereP. MACKEL
by associate ourselves Into a comHOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
under and by virtue of the propany,
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
visions of an act of the legislature of
and Glazing.
New Jersey entitled "An act concernEstimates Cheerfully GWn.
ing corporations," approved April 7,
. Old Town
West Side Plaza .
1875, and the several
supplements
thereto, and acts amendatory thereof, for the purposes hereinafter mentioned and to that end we do, by this,
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
our certificate, set forth:
Lock and Ounsmith Bicycle anp
I. That the name we have assumed
iGei-eto designate said company, and to be
f al Repairine
S20-6t- b
E. Las Vegas used in its 'business and' dealings, is
Street
"The Union Land and Grazing Company."
II. The place In which the princiAutomobile, Carriage &
pal part of the business of said company within the state of New Jersey,
N. 0. HERMAN
is to be transacted, is the City of
Camden in said state.
Ave
429
The purposes for which said company is formed, are the acquisition of
agricultural and grazing land in Colorado and elsewhere, the cultivation,
improvement,
grazing, leasing, mortNEWIiYiBEMODELED
gaging, selling and conveying the
Private Baths and Lavatories
same, or any part thereof; and mainStea.A Heat
Private Telephones taining dams, reservoirs,
Rates $2.50 per day and op
canaJs, and irrigating ditches, mills,
AMERICAN PLAN
manufactories, and other buildings to
Special Kates by Week or Month be erected on said lands. Also acquiring, breeding, grazing, and sell
'
ing live stock.
OF BRANDS
III. That the total amount of the capi
tal
stock, of said company is two hun
Important Notice to Caattle Men and
dred and fifty thousand dollars; and
Growers
Stock
the number of shares into which the
same is divided is two thousand five
. la consequence
number
pi the great
hundred and the par value of each
of brands now On record In the office share is one hundred
dollars and the
of; the Cattle Sanitary Board, not now amount of said
stock with
capital
in actual use, the state legislature has which said
company shall commence
passed a law requiring all owners of business is one hundred thousand
State of New Jersey. Dcrtment
recorded brands to
their dollars.
of State. .
brands within B, period of six months,
IV. The names and residences, of
I, David S. Crater, secretary of state'
commencing on September 10, 1912. the stockholders, and the number of of the state of New Jersey do hereby
A failure upon the part of each hold' shares held
by each, are as follows, certify that the foregoing is a true
er of a recorded brand to
copy of the certificate of Incorporabis brand in the time required by Benjamin F. Butler, of Lowell, Mas tion of The Union Land, and Grazing
law, forfeits all right of further use. sachusetts, 1,000 shares.
Company, and the endosements thereIn a short time circular letters toGeorge M. Robeson, of Camden,, New on, as the same is taken from and
gether with proper blanks for sending Uersey, 100 shares.
compared with the original filed in
In renewals to the office of the Cattle
Oliver D. Barrett, of Washington, my office on the Eleventh day of
Sanitary Board will be sent out to District of Columbia, 150 shares.
August A. D. 1885, and now remainV. The date at which said company ing on file and of record therein.
each holder of brands now of record.
To facilitate this work as much as shall commence is the Eleventh-- , day In Testimony Whereof, I have here
possible, and to avoid the lapsing of of August, A. D., One thousand eight unto set my hand and affixed my ofand the date ficial seal at Trenton, this Second
brands, it is earnestly requested that hundred and eighty-five- ;
all parties now having recorded at which it shall terminate, is the day of August, A. D., 1312.
DAVID S. CRATER,
brands, upon receipt of proper blanks Tenth day of August, A. D. One thou (Seal)
thirty-five- .
nine
sand
hundred
and
Secretary of State.
in
their rene.from this office, send
In witness whereof we hereunto set Endorsed Foreign No. 7288. ' Cor.
wals with the least possible delay.
BOARD OF our hands and affixed our seals, this Rec'd. Vol. 6 Page 180 Certified copy
SANITARY
sCATTLE
29th day of July Eighteen hundred of Certificate of Incorporation of The
' JN'EW MEXICO,
and ctighty-five- .
Union Land and Grazing Company.
BBNJ. F. BUTLER,
Filed in Office of State Corporation
(L.
S.)
In the District Court of the Fourth
GEO. M. ROBESON,
S.) Commission Aug. 29, 1912; 1:30 p. m.
(L
for
and
the
Judicial District, in
OLIVER D. BARRETT. (L. S.) Geo- - W. Armijo, Clerk. Cpmpared E.
County of San Miguel,' State of Witness:
D. C. to J. J- - O.
New Mexico.
W. A. Fowles, as to B. F. B. and O.
Stat of New Mexico
Columbia Hughes Vaughan,
D. B.
County of San Miguel, ss.
riaintiff,
S. D. Uarrett, as to G M. R.
i hereby certify that this lnstru
No. 7440 State of New
vs.
ment was filed for record on the 3rd
Hampshire,
Horace G. Vaughan,
County of Rockingham, ss.
day of September A. D. 1912, at 11: 30
Defendant.
Be it remembered that on this 29tn o'clock a. m and was duly recorded
To the above named defendant:
day of JUy, before the- undersigned. in Book 1 of Articles of IncorporaYou will please take notice that an Wallace Hackett, a nora-- y public? in tion page 289 on this 3rd day of Sepv Hampshire,
tember A. D. 1912.
action for divor se on the grounds of and for &aid state of.
has personally appeared George M. Robe
an5
Witness my hand and seal of office.
'abandonment
'
LORENZO DELGADO,
been begun against you by the plain son, who I am satisfied is one of the (Seal)
Recorder,
in
and
above
Clerk
same
described
certi
the
the
that
persons
and
County
tiff above named,
is now pending, and that unless you flcate, and who executed the same; bv ,WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.
enter your appearance therein on or and I havng made known to him the
THE UNION LAND
before Saturday, the 6th day of Nov contents thereof, he, said George M. STATEMENT OF
COMPANY.
GRAZING
AND
did
will
that
he
default
Itobeson,
acknowledge
ember, 1912, judgment by
(No. 7289 )
signed, sealed and delivered said cerlie taken against you.
New Mexico, office of the
The name and address of plaintiff's tificate as hia voluntary act' for the State of
State Corporation Commission.
purposes therein set forth.
Suite
and
Catron,
Catron
is
attorneys
It is hereby certified, that the an
Given under my official hand and
Catron Block, Santa F6, New Me'x-le1885.
nexed
is a full, true and complete
seal this 29th day o( July,
of the
WALLACE
HACKETT,
(Seal)
transcript
LORENZO DELGADQ.
Seal)
Statement of The Union Land and
Notary Public.
CIrek.
United States of America,
Grazing Company.
(No. 7289.)
District of New Hampshire, ss.
Office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court With the endorsements thereon, as
NOTICE.
same appears on file and of record
of the United Stales,
Notice is hereby g ven that the of- '
ficial paper of we New Mexico Uatr
Portsmouth, N. H., July 30, 1 885. in the office of the State Corporation
In testimony whereof,
I, William H. Hackett, clerk of the Commission.
tie Sanitary Board will on September 1, 1912, be changed from the Las circuit court of the United Stitec the chairman and chief clerk of said
Vegas Optic, of Lag Vegas, N. M., to within and for the district of New commission have hereunto set their
the Roswell News, of KoswelL New Hampshire, do certify that Wallace hands and affixed the seal of said
Hackett whose genuine lig.ature ap commission, at the city of Santa Fe,
Mexico. After the abovn date all
tlces of estrays will be published in pears upon the annexed certificate, on this 29th day of August, 1912.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
was at the time signing the same, a
the News.
Chairman.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Hoard, notary public In and fir said state of
(Seal.)
J
W. J, LINWOOD, Secretary. New Hampshire, duly appointed and Attest:
V

PETER
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EDWIN F. COARD,
Assistant Chief Clerk.,
Statement of The Union Land and
Grazing Company.
The Union Land and Grazing Company, a corpc;;.tion duly Incorporated
tinder the laws of the State of New

t, A. F. 4
Re( ular
munlcatlon first snd
third
Thursday in atei
ff
month. VUltin brothrg cordially lnviied
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FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
10
Meets every Monday
night at
O. R. c. HalL on
Ecugl&s avenue, at
8 o'clock.
VWRg- memtera are
cordially weteoma, m A Gearing,
preaidsBt; X T. Btihler, secretary;
C.
Bally, treaarar.

ft

MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
Meet In the forest of brother
love at Woodmen of the Wor
hall, on the second and fourth Ft
day of each month ait 8 p. m. C. Cl
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VI r
lug neighbors are especially
wt
come and cordially Invited.

v-

TIKE

LCCAL

Law.

pt
v-
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CARD

EAST HOUND
Arrive

I.

No.
No.

4

No.
No.

1:16
11:10

.11:05

10....
'

No.
No.

m

10 p

. .
.

p m
1:15 a. m

p.
m

1.25 a.
1:10 9

1:45 p. m

-

WEST BOUND
1

l:20

No. 1
No. 9.

m...

p.

1:45 p.
6:15 p

a. m

S

4:40 p. m
p. m

,4:bO p.

.....6:35
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HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J.' CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all

.

i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
Tuesday of the month In the restry
rooms or Temple Monteflore at
o'clock p. m. Visitinjr brothers are
cordKUly invited
Isaac Appel
Presideni; Chart Graenclay. Sec
'

retary.

,

y,

-

HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. f,
Srst as4 Uslr4 Fridays In
K&Mosk Tasla. Mrs. T. & Bowen,
WorUty Katroa; Janes O. RutleAtfs
Worthj ffctra; Mrs. George Trips,
Secretary. Pbon Main S28. 120

aid

second

Meets,

fourth Tuesday evening of ea
month Elks Hpme on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P, D,
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

larfsw
..'ten

live stock.
5.
The location of the registered
office in New Mexico of said corporation is East Las Vegas, San Miguel WANTED Plain sewing. 1017 Tdlden
"
county, New Mexico.
avenue.
The name of the agent of said
in charge of such office and WANTED TO rent or
buy medium
upon whom process against said corsize house.-Appl620 Grand avenue.
poration may be served is Edward B.
Wheeler, whose residence, place of WANTED Girl for general house
abode and address Is East Las Vegas,
work. ' Apply 1118 Eighth street.
San Miguel county, New Mexico.
In witness whereof the said The
Union Land and Grazing Company
has caused its corporate name to be
hereunto subscribed and its corporate FOR SALE Good Jack; three years
seal to' be hereto affixed and these
old; a bargain. Inquire of William
presents to be executed by Its presiShillinglaw, Investment and Agendent, attested 1y its secretary this 3rd
cy Corporation.
tf.
day of August, A. D. 1912.
THE UNION LAND AND GRAZING FOR SALE Household furniture and
COMPANY,
house for rent, 902 Third street
(Signed)
FOR SALE New, bran. P. Tram- By ADELBERT AMES,
President.
bley, Roller mills, 1215 Mora Ave.
(Corporate Seal.)
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
(Signed) Attest:
BUTLER AMES, .Secretary.
house and two lots. A snap for
cai'h. Must sell this month
State of Massachusetts, County of EsSee
Cutler Brothers.
sex, ss.
On this fifth day of August, A. D.
1912, before me appeared ., Adelbert FOR SA.rE 160 acres Improved farm.
Ames to me personally known, who,
30 milOB east of Las Vegas, new huse.
being by me duly sworn did say that
barn, fenced. Easy terms. Dr. Eck
he is the president of The Union Land
ert. Century Building, St. Louis, Mo.
and Grazing Company and that the
seal affixed to said instrument is the
corporate seal of said corporation and
that said instrument was signed and
FOR RENT Six room modern house,
sealed In behalf of said corporati-Rent cheap. Frank
good location.
by authority of its board of directors,
and said Adelbert Ames acknowledged
Peppard, 1006 Sixth street
said instrument to be the free act and
FOR RENT A desirable five room
deed of said corporation.
'
house, with bath, all modern con(Signed)
ADELBERT AMES.
veniences, at a bargain. Owner
Subscribed, sworn to and acknowlleaving town for the winter. 1013
Eleventh street
edged before me the day and year in
.
this certificate above written.
UPRIGHT piano for rent. Apply Las
(Signed)
ANDREW MARSHALL,
Vegas hospital.
Notary Public.
FOR( RENTFurnished, two , souU
(Notarial Seal.)
rooms en suite or separate, steam
My commission expires July 17, 1919.
Endorsed Foreign No. 7289. Cor.
heat, electric light, breakfast if desired. 1022 Fourth street.
Reed. Vol. 6, Page 181. Statement of
The Union Land and Grazing Com
FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
pany. Filed in office 01 State Corpo
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
ration Commission.
1912;
29,
Aug.
no sick people. See Cutler Broth1:30 p. m.
ers.
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
Compared EDO to JJO.
State of New Mexico, County of San FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
Miguel, ss.
I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on the 3rd FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
day of September, A. D. 1912, at choice rooms in the New Elks'
Home.
11:30 o'clock a. m. and was duly recorded in Book 1 of Articles of Incorporation, page 287 on this 3rd day FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
of September A. D. 1912.
oaths, etc. Excellent location, 918
Witness my hand and seal of office-LORENZO DELGADO,
Eighth street
Recorder.
County Clerk and
'By WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.

1
NO.
LODGE
PYTHIAS Meet
very Monday
ning in Castle Hall
Visiting Knights an,
Invited
cordiadr
Chas.
Llebaot
nier, Cha n e e o
oramander.
Hum
Martin, Keepr
Kwords and Seal
fcJ

sca

For

DOrtAOO

KNIGHTS

M.

The amount of its authorized
capital stock is two hundred Tlfty RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER. H, Murray,
N. O. Herman, W. M.;
TISEMENTS
thousand (250,000) dollars.
Five
cents
line
3. The amount of Its
Secretary.
each
per
Insertion.
capital stock
actually issued and outstanding is Estimate tlx ordinary words to line.
two hundred fifty thousand (250,000) No ad to occupy less apace than two LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
'
r
line. All ad vert ment
dollars.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
charged
Ttt-lr
4.
The character of the business will be booked at space actually est,
conclave
which said corporation Is to transact without regard to number of word.
day In ettch moaih at Main the State of New Mexico is as fol- Cash In advance preferred.
sonic Tempi at 7:80 p. m. C. D.
lows:
Boucher, & 0.; Chas. Tanune, R
The acquisition of agricultural and
cordr.
grazing
lands, the cultivation, im1
11
provement, grazing, leasing, mortgagLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. ft, ROYAL
raw.f-ing, selling and conveying the Same,
convoca
ARCH MASONS Sag!
or any part thereof, and maintaining
M ,r ,
tion first Monday In each
damsj reservoirs, raceways, canals
'mmtk at Meaoale Temand Irrigating ditches, mills, manuI
ple, a,t T:S0 9. m. 1L R.
PU1 JO i ;
factories and other buildings to be
WUliama, H. P.; F. O.
erected on said lands; also the acquirBlood, SeoretaJT.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN E,
ing, breeding, grazing and selling of
2.

i

CAFF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

t:

pany.

ANB

8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLS ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

Jersey and desiring to transact business In the State of New Mexico,
makes the following, statement in accordance with the statute in said case
made and provided,
1. The name of said
corporation is
The Union Land and Grazing Com-

LOBBY RESTAURANT

TO

THE OPTIC

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC"
.NO. 804. Meeta second and foar
Thursday In 0. R. C. hall.
Visiting members are c
d tally invied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devlne, T. 8

business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
- Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Pdico 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all draglsts.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation,
i

V. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Fpley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I began to get beter at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and
I do not feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting benefit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red

Piorn-buildi- ng.

I. O.

O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evecing a:
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J , ix Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. O.; T. M. Elwood Cross
Drug Co.
1.

Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
cemetery trustee.

C. V, Hedgcock,

A really effective wdney and bladder medicine must first stop the progF. O. E. Meets first and third Tnet ress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
day evenings each month, at Wood Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladman halL Visiting Brother
eo der troubles and urinary iregularltles.
dially Invited to attend. A. M They are safe and reliable. They
and permanently. In
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, St help quickly
the yellow package. O. Q. Schaefer
retary.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

--

RETAIL PRICES
...

.

Each Delivery .

.

Eaot.
DSiry
lbs. to Z"8 lb
Each Delivery
Than 5
Each Delivery . . . ,

.

SJMS lbs. or More, Each Delivery

jm lbs. to tMt bn
sS Itte. to 1,Mt lb
B

Leu

lb.

8o per Iftfl Ike.
5e per 1f0 lb

Me

4o
SS

ar

let lb.

par 1M Iba.

pr it

lb.

AGUA PURASCOMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veras
Famaus-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.

r.lisceliasscoum

Colonel Jasper, having a new pair
of shoes that hurt his corns, decided WE TEACH you a trade in a few
months' time; no expense but your
to give them .away to one of the ne
work.
automobiles,
Electricity,
gro hostlers at the hotel iivery
100 satis- plumbing, bricklaying.
stable and picked out Zeke as a likely
fied
workmen
40
jobs
going.
today;
object of his generosity when he saw
Trade
United
Catalogue free.
the old fellow Bhsmt.1 j.g toward him
School Contracting Co., Los Anwearing a pair rf laucred shoes that
geles.
'
looked like sandals.,
"Zeke, what size shoes do you
MARRY Interesting particulars free.
wear?" he called to htm.
Thousands rich, au agss, tired livThe old negro stopped short in ex
Mis'
ing alone. Mrs. Hyde, 2679-pectation.
sion
San
street,
Francisco.
"Any size, Gunnel!" he exclaimed,
earnestly. "Any size."
Farmer's Son Wotever she be doJack I hear that the wealthy Miss ing feyther?"
Mugg got squeezed hard in the stock
Farmei She be copying like. Ye
market yesterday.
s
see, some o' these 'ere old master
And she's
Ethel You don't say
be wery old, so coorse, they 'as to
such a homely thing, too.
re place 'em every now an' again,
same as wallpaper.
'

'

'

plc-ter-

.

WANTED
office.

Clean cotton rags. Optic

Tf

'ivtic prints an tht

ow.

ANT Ads a
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the
people to
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the

whom-am-

onr

al

particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH
MOST to some- uue wau reaas iae aos. m tins newspaper-a- nd
would never
uCai 0i your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, wan
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)
books, automobiles
used, machinery and furniture, irticle, of usefulness
of any
sort, and musicalinstruments.
,

ai.

As the classifies
are re
by all possible buyers of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
of the
Dcsc nifirJiGts!

I!

tAS

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
determined fight made during the
coming session of parliament for the
reform of the present system of choos-

Alderman Sir
London, Sept.
David Burnett will probably be the
next lord mayor of London, in succession of Sir Thomas B. Crosby who. re.
tires in November. He has expressed
a willingness to assume the, office,
and as ho Is in line for the honor he.
will probably be chosen.
Sir David
was sheriff In
and iu the
latter year was knighted. At present
he Is one of the king's lieuiouunis
for the city.
28.

1907-190-

The growing of peppermint, lavend
er, camomile and. other medicinal
plants, a little known, but valuable
English industry has been, hard bit
by the recent storms and floods which
have devastated the low lying counties of England. The English oils of
peppermint and lavender are exported to all parts of the world where
they bring larger prices than otner
varieties because of the peculiar delicacy of their flavors and aromas.
The dry weather in the late spring
was unfavorable for planting, and the
cold summer with Us heavy rainfall
ruined the harvest. As a result very
little oil will be distilled, and dealers
have" been warned to beware of the
adulteration, which unscrupulous ex
porters may resort to In an attempt
to supply the demand for the English
oils.

'

ing jurors.
The resolution adopted by the labor
congress not only asks for the abolition of the distinction between common and special jurors, but demands
adequate payment for all jury service.
The Innumerable pro and antl organizations 'which have their headquarters iu Ixmdon are looking forward with considerable apprehension
to the coming winter, for the annual
subscriptions to their coffers havvj
fallen off alarmingly.
Just at present there is a distinct
tendency on the part of the general
public to reduce its doles to charities
and social organizations, and many
who have been in the habit of making
Annual subscriptions to their favorite
charities and societies are contenting
themselves with an occasional small

ercising their recently acquired rights
of bankruptcy, for during the past fis
cal year there were 99 failures among
the members of the fair se'x. The
married women failed more often
than the widow and the widow often
er than the single woman. The re
port records the, failure of 3 61 married
women, 157 widows and 81 spinsters.
The preponderance of married women may be due to the fact that her
speculative trading is due sometimes
to a dishonest husband.
It appears
fiom the records that the women are
much more successful than men in
to an understanding
with
coming
their creditors. The report does not
state whether this fact is due to the
more adroit dealing of the women
debtors or because the creditors are
more forbearing to debtors of . the
gentler sex.

Christiana, Sept. 28. The institute
of international law In session here
has unanimously adopted a resolution
favoring the establishment of the permanent court of arbit.nl justice, recommended by the second Hague conference.
Some discussion was held
gift:
It is, however, not the hospitals and as to the best method of electing the
actively beneficient institutions th.t court, the general feelingx seeming, to
are at present feeling! the f inch ho be that it should be selected from the
t
societ- membership of the institute as rep
severely as those
ies devoted to the further.' nee of var- resenting the most influential body of
ious "isms." These in partieiiur are international lawyers.
suffering from steadily diminishing in
comes.
Practically all of these deseems likely
Paris, Sept. 28.--- it
pend wholly for support upon the
that the city of Ghent, as well as the
of the public, and :t Is becnm-In- Important British and American com
Increasingly difficult to coax mittee established for the purpose,
money from their supporters.
will join actively in the celebration
Yet some of them maintain elabo- - of the cententary of the treaty of
rately furnished offices and well paid Ghnt, signed December 24, 1814, and
staffs. Some are cuttiaj; down the of the hundred years' peace among
pay roll, while others are esorting to English-speakinpeoples.
all sorts of schemes
raise nnney.
The Belgian contribution is likely
One of the secretaries of an organi- to take the form of a restoration of
zation which at one dme exerted no the room in the old Carthusian con
small influence in politic? declared vent where the treaty was signed,
that the subscription habit "is tailing and of the fine old banqueting hall in
Into decay. He said:
the Hotel de Ville, where the munici"No, it is not fair to blame the in- pality of Ghent entertained the Britsurance act in particular for this ish and American plenipotentiaries
widespread decline in subscritpion3 after the conclusion of the treaty
The effects of the act on the charit- nearly one hundred years ago, which
able Instincts of the public will not bi concluded, the war between America
felt for some months to come. 1 at- and England.
tribute the state of things to recent
William B. Howland, chairman of
'
legislation generally, to the rise in the American committee on internathe cost of living and to the all pre- tional organization, and Mrs. How-lanvailing sense of discontent and inse
Harry E. Brittain, chairman of
curity."
the corresponding committee in Great

;

propo-.Miidis-

g

The rescltuion adopted at the trades
union congress calling upon parlia
ment to reform the jury system has
again revived a complaint that is
shared equaly by the labor and liber
al parties. Recently a liberal news- paper compared the libel damages
assessed during the past year against
various publications and politicians,
and the comparisons showed that al
most Invariably labourites and liberals
were mulcted for heavy damages
while conservatives were either reliev
ed from damages or compelled to pas
small penalties.
It is claimed that this Inequality is
due to the fact that judges and court
officials are mainly members of the
conservative party, and that they select juries from publicans, who are
hitter against the liberal party on account .of the
budget,
which put a heavy tax on the liquor
trade. At any rate there will he a
Lloyd-Georg-
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Women in England appear to be

28, 1912.

rls, and Mrs. Brittain, have been most
hospitably received by the Burgomaster, Emile Braun, and assured of the
of the authorities
hearty
of the city of Ghent.

JlVEN

The war-likdestruction of the
Paris bandits several months ago,
when a small army was necessary to
defeat and kill several terrorists who
had turned a nouse Into a fortress, induced the police to evolve some inSpanish newspapers are bitter over strument which would protect them
what they allege to be the harsh from the bullets of similar bandits in
treatment accorded their representa the future. The result was the manutives who accompanied King Alfonso facture of a powerful steel shield de- Bueu to., protect me
on a mountain climb near Sautander.
policeman a
The arrangements were in charge of bod.v ' case of future conflicts.
M. Lepine, the prefect
of police,
the Marquis de Viana of the royal
family, who it appears objected to the likewise appointed a commission to
presence of newspaper correspondents study other means of defense and offense in coping with the new type of
on, the king's sojourn
The marquis, it is declared, gave or- modern criminal. The commission
ders to the civil guard not to allow has proposed a sort of shell, weighthe journalists to come within 6,000 ing about a pound, which, launched
feet of the royal tent. This proved by a special apparatus, emits a powdistastrous to the newspaper men, for erful gas which momentarily blinds
the bandits and makes effective fight
they had brought no tents with them,
on their part Impossible. Experihaving planned to spend the night in lng
new projectile wera
the royal camp under royal tenting. ments with the
successful
the deadly
and,
entirely
They were forced therefore to spend
shell has now taken its place
gas
in
the
the night
open air.
The cold was intenhe and sixteen
correspondents found themselves the
next morning suffering from grippe.
His majesty, upon hearing of their
CAPITAL PAID
plight is reported to have been ex
$100,000.00
ceedingly angry. - The next night the
news writers treated their colds under the king's specia1 tents.
e

Great interest is attached In Paris
to the announcement that Robert
MacCameron, the Chicago painter,
who has been a member of the Paris
colony for the last twenty years, is at
work now on a large and strikingly
effective canvas which is destined for
next year's Salon or French Artists.
It is a sympathetic study of a group
of "unfortunates" who are passing the
night on a bench on the Thames embankment, London. Much more than
hunger and physical Buffering is depicted in their faces. Despair is writr
ten on each.
The painter has given the picture
the title "Waiting for the Dawn,"
suggesting not only the literal sunrise, but the "better day" , which is

at- -

dy

I

-

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

ft,

"

--

f
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with

hoped for.
Mr.1 MacCameron
said:
"Such a
painting as this in unfitted for the
drawing room, of course, but I shall
be pleased If those who see it In the
salon re made to think sympathetically of the type of humanity it representsthe characters back of the
Britain, together with the secretary canvas. Why should not a painting,
of the British committee; H. S. Per as well as a novel, teach its lesson

ex- -

of police

President

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

.

the Instruments

Running up and down stairs, sweep.
Ing and bending over making beds
will not make a woman healthy or
door
The project to erect 'a statue of beautiful. She must get out el an
walk a mile or two every
Robespierre, "the Incorruptible," in take Chamberlain's Tablets to imhis native town in Arras, has awak- prove her digestion and regulate her
t
ened fierce opposition among Its citi- bowels, For sale by all dealers,
zens, by many of whom he is stig
matised as the chief purveyor of the
The Implicit confidence that manyj
guillotine during the "Reign of Terpeople have In Chamberlain's Colic,;
ror."
i
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
A newspaper of Arras announces In rounaea on tneir
experience
- ..
,
l . . rumei y uiu tUtilttuw. lfnnn.
grim sentences that it places Its col use OI uiai
the many remarkable cure
umns a( the disposal of the organiz- ledge of
nf rnlli- - diarrhoea and dvsentery that
ers of the movement i.or the erection It
has effected. For sale by all defof the monument, for the publication ers.
.
of the names of contributors to that
object; but it adds: "We warn them
An article that has real merit should
of one thing: Never will the statue In time become popular. That tfica Is
In question be erected at Arras. If the case with Chamberlain's Cough
many
they attempt it, the stones of our Remedy has been attested by
dealers. Here Is one of them. II.
roadways will rise of themselves, and W. Hendrlckson, Ohio Falls, InsL,
we know of an army of honest folk writes, "Chamberlain's Cough RemIs the best for coughs, colds and
who are determined to resist It oy edy
croup, and la my best seller." For
force.''
sale by all dealers.
among
tack.

the

San Migwel National Bank

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Wm. G. Haydon
H, W. Kelly
D. T. HosLins

Interest Paid

on Deposis
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Two Las Vegas men were talking yesterday morning about business conditions

throughout the country. One of them said:

"In the past year I have traveled several thousands of miles and visited some of the largest cities In the country.
I have been In thousands
of towns the size of Las Vegas and I can say truthfully that I have never run on to a
place where business conditions were better than right here."
'

.''

The other man remarked:

.

'

'

"I spent some time recently traveling In southwestern towns looking for a location, having made up my mind to leave Las Vegas. After visiting the tores of numerous merchants in much larger cities than our own I found they were not doing the business that I did right lure. I am
back to stay."

;

'

"

,

Other people who know tell the same story.
'

,
'

'

.,

The Optic has always

tried tolead In boosting for Las Vegas. It wants the entire community to join In.
...

'

i

You can help your business and boost your town by

Advertising in The Optic

t;

'J

,

-

'

'

;
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For die Horse, harn-yand buggy, A Ktntlo driving mare.
Price
f 123. .Vr. L. P. VYr nht, r0D t'blh St

LOCAL HEWS

Chicken dim;er at the White Kitchen Sunday.
25 cents.
The clean
place.

See Van Fetten tor lnsuraiica.

lf

W

1
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The Oijf September
SACRIFICE SALEBIGGER AND
IS STILL
TER THAN EVEM.
ON

We N,vy Have a

BET-

Line of

S'lnih's Golden Wedding Rye, r5d
llartiarach Urothors are planning
lu the wood. Direct from distillery
'
to open a ladies' clothing department
to jou. At the Lobby, a course,
on the second floor of their building
Chicken dinner at the White Kitch- ou Railroad avenue and the necesen Sunday.
25 cents.
The clean sary improvements will be commenced
,
1 r
i
J
I
B.I BBS 1 1 8
next week A. wide stairway on the
place.
left of the front entrance will lead
1
S
A partition
I
Sheriff Romas Gallegos execls Moi up to the second floor.
will
be
across
built
floor
second
the
For Fall and Winter. This line
day to move into the residence on the
boulevard recently purchased by him 35 feet from the front and the room
is designed especially for young
the entire width of the store will be defrom the E. Barbort estate.
Brass beds, 2 Inch posts,
voted exclusively to women's clothmen. The well rounded hand,
the $13 kind, like above
The Cafe De Luxe will be reopened ing. The salrway and all show cases,
tailored shoulders, the Hand
tonight under the management of Har to be made of oak, are being turned In $1.95 for $2.50 iron beds.
ry Gibson, who came to Las Vegas thei planing mill of Gross, Kelly and $3.85' for the $5.00 metal couches with
worked Lapels, the neck-huCompany.
drop Bides.
recently from southern Colorado.
of the Collar, the perfect fitting
$2.75 for $3.50 cotton top mattresses.
Tho resignation of C. Nelson Rob-bin- s $1.85 for wool cot mattresses.
The Ladies guild of St Paul's MeBack and the frer and easy .
as second, lieutenant of Company $4.85 for all, cotton mattresses, faicy
morial church will hold its regular
tick, Imperial edge, $6.50 value.
drape of the Trousers are inmeeting Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 H New Mexico National Guard, tendA.
S. 75c
60c
o'clock at the home of Mrs,. A. H. ered to Adjutant General
printed linoleum, sq. yd
dividual points found in this
Brookes a month ago, has been ac- 85c
Whlfmore, 825 Seventh, street.;
printed linoleum, sq. yd. ....70c
I
cepted. Young Robbins has been a $1.25 granite inlaid, sq. yd
.95c
make of clothes that give to
the guild ladies wish to announce member of the National Guard for the $1.45 inlaid linoleum, sq. yd
$1.25
them a dislinctive personality
that the mince meat which tliey make past eight years, having been a mem $1.00 inlaid linoleum, sq. yu. ..$1.35
of
her
A,
the
Troop
company
original
MASON'S
JARS.
BEST
will
that
every year
be ready for sale beyou can best appreciate
in Las Vegas. He held several non- Pints 80c,
fore Thanksgiving.
quarts 90c, half gallons
Orders can be
when
you try them on.
$1.20 a dozen.
telephoned to Mrs. A. A. Jones, Vegas commissioned offices previous to his
appointment as lieutenant two years Jelly glasses, with tops, 40c a dozen.
311.
Ir.i ..
iMJa&
ago. Robbjns was an efficient officer, One-fiftoff on all blankets, owing to
much
of
work
in
Interest
the
an overstock of s: me.
There will be no preaching services taking
at the Presbyter-Iachurch tomorrow, the company and General Bookers, In
owing, to the absence of Rev. Dr. Nor- accepting his resignation, stated that
s
he regretted to lose his services.
man Skinner.
Sunday school and
Opposite the Y, M. C. A.
to
California
lor
leave
expects
Christian Endeavor will" be held at
next month to locate, this being) his
the usual hours.
OFF FOR MAXWELL.
reason for giving up his commission.
About 50 Las Vegans left this mornThe resignation of P. E. Perry as
With two games and a total of 145 ing on the special Santa Fe train
clerk In the store of E. Rosenwald &
3
in their favor, the Bankers lost bound for Maxwell to take in the big
points
rM
Son will become effective the first
;
festival
in
there
pumpkin
went
nerve
their
down
will
last
and
progress
."I
pie
that
I
Something
give
night
part of next week. Mr. Perry expects
1 1
rough, aoft wood lioors the aDDear-y'ir
The train of five cars left
ance
of
to leave Thursday for his old home in in defeat to the members of the today.
the finc3t oak one, do away with
1 1
here at 7 o'clock and was due to aruumwry
earpcta, lictiten houaeworK,
Little Rock, Ark., where he will be Lyon team, who proved themselves
make
a
f
beautiful wainscoting, in fact
"come-bac10
at
o'clock.
to be teh original
its destination at
boys." rive
mange an old house into a new one and
employed in a large department store
The bowling contest on the Elks' al- The returning train will leave Maxyet be within easy reach of everybody'!
to be opened the middle of October.
pocketbook.
leys between the two teams was' one well at 7 o'clock this evening. Though
Think of it a perfect imitation of
season. the pie eaters of the Meaclow City
onle, made of nmleriiils ae durable as
A special train for the accommoda- of the most exciting of the
iron
and put up in roUa at a moderate
one
was
car, it
The first game was won by the Bank- filled only
expected
,
price.
tion of those who are planning to
ers with a total of G74 pins to 86 pins that a large numDer of passengers
the Northern New Mexico fair to
team. In the "second would board the train at Watrous,
be held in Raton the latter part of for the Lyon
Mound and other
this week, will be run. from Wagon game the Bankers increased their Springer, Wagon
lead by 57 pins, but the third game points between here and Maxwell, and
Mound to tie Gate City on Friday
proved that even Bankers have their that the special would land at the pie
morning, October 4. This train will
Is made of fin indestructible felt base beautifully col- and the Lyon team com- feast with a trainload.
be made up In Las Vegas but will pick shortcomings!
Iv n
.1
rrrn
t
i
nnrl
o
was
to
In
Las
ba
back
Vegas
trimmed
uuuese, maue possiDle by a m
the
Bankers
strong,
rapresented
ing
up no passengers until it reaches Wag- to
recent
It
ivtfitiniT
irinlfl
is
with
discovery.
irotected
&
"
rf ell
a
and won out with the program of the day by the Romero
on Mound and points Lorth. The spevarnish
which
'
receives
the
of
brunt
wear.
the
baseball
booked
to
in
to
a
team,
of
total
the
1,857
compete
pins
grand
cial Is scheduled to leave Wagon
i
Bankers' 1,842 pins. Charlie Farley this afternoon's! game for first monte
Tl jorir--g is easy to keep clean, H
Mound at 7 o'clock.
was high man for the evening' with a ey, and by "Con" Dennis in the pumpOTlfl tirlll
T
1,1
m
t 1 j
wu v4aa vnT
wut km. Tin!
total of 435 pins, while Walter Hoke kin pie eating contest The Romeros
pviui Lmgtt."!. Jlo IxuiHJiUUiiy u
It is announced that Tom P. Gable, was
vermin-proo- f,
damp-proo- f,
odorless' and sanitary.
second with a total of 409 pins. were confident that tboy could come
V'-i'1 Makes warm' floors in
for a number of years game warden
off' victors In the baseball game, and
winter and smaller fuel Si
In New Mexico, has taken over the
bills.
Important developments in the situ- "Con" told nis friends that he was
entire management of the leading
sure of bringing, down first money in
tied
has
the
ation
that
construction
up
Put up in rolls 3,8 inches wide sold by tho
hotel in Dawson, in the northern part
the pie feed.
of. the big reservoir upon the Las Veyard. Call and get samples and a beautifully
of the state, and will hereafter devote
I
illustrated booklet. ;
bis time and talents to looking after gas land grant are expected to occur
.
a
bonriK-rdram
of
Ola
TayiOT
Try
tho accommodation of guests instead next week. Though the grant board's
FOR SALE BY
at the Opera Bar.
of endeavoring to conserve wild game regular meeting does not occur until
in the state. Mr. Gable" enjoys a very a "veek from Monday, It Is announced
Mr. and Mrs. Ramon Maes are 'the
wide acquaintance in New Mexico that body will likely meet early in
of a baby daughter born yesweek
of
the
for
the'
parents
purpose
listening
and it is certain that almost everyto the proposition of the committee terday afternoon.
Mr. Maes is embody who visits Dawson hereafter
mnss
a
at
William
ployed
by
Ludwig
Ufeld, the
meeting
appointed
recently
will register at his hotel.
at the Commercial club rooms for the Bridge Street hardware dealer.
purpose of assisting the trustees in
4 iBeauliful line of 'beavers, velours,
perfecting a plan for the immediate
resumption of work upon the irriga- plush or felt hats, also trimmed hats,
tion system.
It is likely also that
off, on, Monday, Tuesday
p. A. Camfield's itemizod statement and Wednesday only. Mrs. A.
of his bill for the construction of the
TIE SL;FEZCI;ITY CF "CLD !I0"ESTEA0" FLOUR
big dam as far as work has prowill
be ready for presentation
gressed
Chop suey at the Lobby cafe to'
to the trustees. The- - advisory comand Sunday. Try it. It's fine.
Trade demands iiiis flour lo such ex(ent that local
night
If you do would you not
mittee is said to have evolved an ex.
unable to sell (heir own' brands resort to devious
cellent plan of procedure. This will
enjoy escaping the bard work
be considered at tho first meeting of
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."
and bother? You can and
m
the grant board.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour iB
REGULAR RETAIL

'

MALUM.

Sia.OO

dinner-wnrand out
Wn rmrehnqed several carloads of thistobeantlfnl
dosluo
as an,
the manufacturer
give
to ""tiri-r- i w
of the.comexclnjtye
!
Krf Durohaaalowenabled V o re
of tl;e
of
actual
the
a
i'"St
.aire
to puv
anil
o
ow-and cannot he di.nl
a" JAM "Co.m:"
"ality forii's" 'h.'in fl In Rny rouui cliliid btoia. It is goaraDLfod b boin
Flnnr. Send ua Ave
'"Vninl l?2E,Vf.un m
of LARABFK-money order, and we v,!ll
n i aid S ' In can i.Tlnut, postal or
SmS tob
To'f
beautiml oets by frefebl,. Addrees ooppouj and re..
('h,n Tjpi.artrofot ol the Larabee Flour Mills, miupaiiy,
.Vi, hinnrr. kuiiu. Be mm to wriMs your name and address plainly.
are also eood for Koiiera' 8Hyerwr
The couoons la I.AKAfilbu'S Floor
and vtiier vaiuauia prettluuiaAiili for oxacnyuva circular.
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can, starch it just as you like
it, dry it and if you want us
,

ALL'GROCECRS
Trv

ft.
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FOR A FEW

,

MRS. BECKER DEAD.
Mrs. Agnes L. Becker, wife of

to

...

iron all the flat pieces or

the whole washing as you
prefer. You will find our pri- -

Sack You'll Like it.
-

by sending it
We will wash it

quicker and better than you

GE!?

"Eighty-Gooh
that. r.aM Caking

EMPRESS," you knciv,

to us to do.

;

Kki the'
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ces within your reach.
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Las Vcas Steam

COME RUNNING

Laundry
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Phone Main

81

67 Deuglai Are

IttJ fceoftJ Eest of Everything Ealable
25 lbs. Fancy German Primes
25

lk.

TilE

Raiivc riirnis
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IIAYVARD CO.

o

Becker, died this morning at
1:45 o'clock. Mrs. Becker had been ill
for the past ten months and her con
dition recently had been critical. She
was the daughter of Mrs. Marcelina
O. de Lucero and was 35 years of age.
She Is survived by her husband, who
13 an employe of the Rosenthal Furj
nlture company, her, mother, three
brothers, Euloyla Lucero, Cayetano
Lucero and Carlos Lucero,' and four
Lucero, Mrs.
Bisters, Mrs. Efernia
Abelina de Moya, Mrs. T. B. Benzor
and Miss Nellie Becker.
The funeral will bo held tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows. Interment will be In Mount Calvary
oemetery. J. C. Johnsen & Son have
charge of funeral arrangements.
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DISCOVERY

Mil WHILE
for

'

the

Vacuum
Treatment of Coffee, mechanicJRrocess

NOW THAT THE OUTDOOR
FLOWERS ARE FROZEN

the properties considering baneful to persons of extreme nervous temperament,
producing
sleeplessness, nervous chills and
tremblings, headaches, irritab-

flippy
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O'JTOM ri COM

EEDSMEN

&

FLORIST- S-
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CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive, Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque'

Jefferson Rayaolds President '
Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FUST NATIONAL BANK

Price in lib. Cans

u,

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Caiital,

your table and for gifts for your friends.

k

Order "Old Homestead": from your grocer or merchant.

ility, Indigestion, etc.
Vacuum Treated Coffee has
been proven by rigid tests. You

You will need some of our fine Cut Roses for

S1.00

Our sales increase daily, by SUCH acknowledgment of
i!s superiority and selling qualities,'

ally purifying and cleansing the
coffe bean, rendering powerless

can drink It without the return
of the usual fll effects,

$1.00
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tlOO.000 KuKrLcs, anp

Unoivuiid Profits S35.000

Oar r.eposilors receive Evrry Courtesy and
nihn the cc?c Good rnkinrj.
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